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AB~TRACT . .-' \ ,. 
' ' .-~- ... : {' ' 
Th~ the~ examines· the distance properties or uri coded and treliis coded 
- . . . . ~ . . . . . 
. M-ary continuo~s phase .. frequency sh~ft k~.CPFS~) signals, when the ~~ceiver 
~iSts or a phase d~e<:Yl followed by a l~ .. 9lose.d-!orm ~x~r~ioos 
Cor the minimum·. Euclidean distance or .. ~nc~~e~ M-ary ' CPFSK. signals . are . 
•.'-. 
. ' ~·· 
. I 
-~ _-. -k-:-------=~- ~ --~re;_e~ ted .. ·. These· ~xpressions-. yield· ex~c~ val~·es _of" minirriu~ · Eucli~ean . distance 
. -- .. . . . . • f .. 
. · .·.· .. ... 
.. . : 




.~l;lllost - all . perform,ance gatn · t~at Is-guaranteed by the ~emory ot t~e-mo t)OD··: _ 
ioi ~!rational v~iuOd Dlo~ulat~o. indices: An M-state trellis Is shown to'~~J~ . 
. . . · . . . ... . -~ . ··::.""·• ' 
··. process of ·.CJ>FSK. sign~Is\vhen. M.> 2. · ' . • · . . · · . · . < ·· · · · .. · ·· .~ 
.. ·.... . . . ; . --:---~ 
. . . 
'· .The ·,minimum distance results Cor uncoded CPFSK signals ·.show th~t phase 
. . . ( . :.._;_ . . .. 
·detection and trellis decoding yTelds larger . minimum distances. ~han . correlation " 
. . . . . 
. •. deVloduh~tion ana tr~l~is decoding for sm~ll modulatio~1 indices (h ~l/ M). ·.:·The· 
. c . . . . . • . . . ~. 
minimum d~·tance result~ · ror. trellis. c?ded CPFSK. ·signals also indicate that ~e. 
J --:-- -- • . • _- . . - ' I 
. detection helds larger mi~imum distal'lces t~an correiatioh detectriinJor small h. 
. . . 
. I 
I 
A. compu~. search for the ciptim_al ~es of quaternarY; and octal CPFSK . :·/ 
signa~ ~ith ·pb·d~ d~tec~ion and 'treliis decoding is c~~ie~ outa Fo~ ~II cro~st;aint · · / 
lengths and h · < 1/ M ~b~s~ .codes a~e identical to · the optimal _cod~s· ~~~nd i·n. the . . / 
Iitera~ure fo~:· .correla~ion d-etection. It ,is ~l~o·.··~bs~rved. th~t . trellis dec_oding ~/·" 
I 
I 
-; .· I , . 
· ·. un~oded - ~~d ~oded. CPFSK.signa~s ~s transparent. to the carri"er .. pbas~ ambi~~~- . 
... . I . : · . ' . . . . I 
of-the ·regenerated-reference i~ee.o·r the coherent ~emodulato~~ Co~sider~ng the· t' 
.. ,.. . 




o o o I ' o + 
· . ·• ,' I , ' 
.·· . ·: , . I . 
distance propertiet(and ·the relative eas~ or implemeilt"ation, _it 1; con.cluded that 
. :. : . . ... · .. ·. :· .· . -, . .·. · _. · .. . ·.. v' . 
. · ~hase detection· a~d . trellis . decoding . ·or Af;.ary CPFSK s~gn~ls . is.! supeQO~ · to, .· 
. ~ .. ·. ·.· · .. ·. ' .. . . / " · . . : . . ·· ·. 
c~rr~~~~~~~d~f the s~me_. ro~ h <. ~I~· . · ~ . . · . · . · .. · . ·' · .. ; 
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:Figure·1-lz Phase tree of quaternary CPFSK. . 
:."! .. ·.·. · ·Figure 1-2: Correlation detection ·~nd trellis decoding. 
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.. Chapter 1 
. . (. . 
niNTRODUCTION 
. '"1.1~ · Dfgi~~l ~odidatiQn ;t.ec niq~es . · I • 
. • -.· • ' -~ . / r • . •• . . . . 
----=-- . .... . . · . . · . . ' 
. : . c~~-~uriicat'ion ~yste~~ .. are.: us~d . . :.·nv y i.n.fortnation lr~in one .po~~t. to 
. ' 
'• 
' ' ,. .... 
' ' ' , --. ' ',, • o I 
o' I 





l . ~ 
, · ' • l' . • . • ' ; ' ~ . · . • · • I ' : . , ' ' . • 
.another·.: Teiephoqy, ·t'~iegr.~phy,·. AM/FM :~adio; .Tv··and larid· ·; ~obile r:dio are 
• , I .' • • • ' • o • • ' • • •, ~ I • '• '• ' ., • . 
. ~· . ' 
information.': over a· cbat;tnel, 
•. ••. 0' • • 0 • 1'. , , 
: err.icicntly' an~ t~lia:bly I . many op~r~~ion.~ . have to be ' us~al~y. 'performed. PD·. th~· · .... 
· i~ p~t messages. Modula~ion is o~e o·r th~ inost impo'rf!ln~, ·- th~ others being .. 
source-coding, · multiplexing,· frequency 
.. . . . . . . .' ~ 
spteading, multiple access 
. . 
:and · 
sy~chronization .. ·Mod ... ul~ti~n involves the systemat-ic alteration of. one: ~r .more 
.'. ·.· · .·· · . · . . · . · .· . ~ 
parameter of: a carrier wave, suth as ampli-tude ot phase,. in ~ccordance' ·with a · 
. . . . .. .....,. : .. 
. . . ;;. ., . . 
.. ··rnessage. It ·is also cb·aracterfzed. by a frequencf translat1b.ri to a.· .n~w higher ban~. 
. . ( ' . . ' . . .. ~ •' 
"' ' . . . 
· of frequencies to. match the transmission medium. Information· is retrieved. at ·the ·. 
' . . . . ' . ' .: . . •. . . 4 ' . . . . . . . 
•. 
recei.v.cr by means of the CQmple'mentary, Op.er~tion of de·mod.ulation. 
• J • • - ... · .... • • • 
' ; '·· 
. I I • 
, . . · There ate two types·· of modulation, analog . and digital. In analog. ;, 
' . . . . . .. ' ·. . . . .. · . :· . ' ' ' . . . : '. - . ; 
-· ··.:modulation tfie modulated parameter ·or ,the .. carrier' wav;,e . varies · in. direct · · 
• • • .. • • • ~ ' • ' • • • t . , . 
. prop~rtion .t9 .the· m~ssage. sigiml~ : -In digi~al mod.ulation. ·the. message i~· .first . 
' 0 ' ' ; ' 0 • I I o 
.. transformed to ' a .. seq~ence of pu.lses _anA__tl!en used to ,nodui~t~ a sin~soidal 
• '' • .' •. I ' • • •' , ' ~ • I • , • , , \ ; ' 
· .. clLrrier. · T~o · -w~n kn.c\wn techniqu~s .or ~igita.l in<?.d.tila!ion· are phase shift ke~i~g 
• 0 
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. . ~· 
' · 
•• ' f 
Th~ recent ~re.rid ba5 been· towards digital modulation techniqu~s. ~ 'fbi~ is . · .' 
. . . . . . . . 
partly due ' to the r.apid • advances. in· digital · techn.ology 1veryl· larg~ 'scale 
0 • I • o ' 
. ~ " ' 
I integration, . com.'pute~s etc.).·and partly ~ue to the adv~~~ages .thes~ s:Ys.tem~.orre~,. . \ 
" . ' . _ _.._.._.. .. ~ ~. : . . · ... .. · . ' . . ... ·· ... · . ·· . . , '\ ~-~:· 
, s.uch ~' . ca~~c~~y .'t: t~an~mit. ~~y kind o~. b_a:s~ban~ s~~~a~.- ~.nd.'the . 1af>i~ity · .~<> .·. :-~: : .. :·. 
. .. '( . t¢generate f~_e. signal _ th~reby .~iD;i~izi~. 'th~ 'e·~(e.ct~ · or noise . ·and,: int~rreren~c~.· ·. · . . 
. . ~ . . . - . . . ' ·' ' J. . \. . . • t . . . • .. • . • • • . • 0 .. 
·· ,.· . · .. Though. classical : di~tal mO'dulat~on tec.im~q~·es. sue!! as . PSK':· and FSK are still . . . !-
• o o I ' o ' •, -' ... ' : :. o ' -. .. .. to ' ' • • ,', -., I • • •• • 
. ·. · ·' extensively being ~~ed1 · many·.-·. ne'V .' t~ch.niqu~s have . .. b~en ·~nalyzed' : a~d : · .. · · 




'~ • ' l ~~, ', , ' ' ' . fll. , I' • 'I • 
i~f<>rm~tion .by means or ·digital techniques. :. · \ 
• • •• • • ' l ' ' . 
. .. . 
In many communication situations th~ available transm'ittc~ pow~~ and the 
• o II' , ,, ' ... ' • ' I . ,. ~ ' . o • 
: • ' 
.; RF ,bandwidth are limited. These two are tbe ·prim'ary communication resour~cs. 
1 • f \ • 1 o o I 
. . 
A ·.general system design. obj~ctive would be ~o ~se these :two' ~esources .as·· · 
·. ,. 
· efckie~tly ~  · ~ossibl~. . Mo~~l~tion. 'te~hniqu·es used . in communic'1ti.on -sy~,~~~ .~... · ' 
' .var.y in their' ~bility to . . tran's~t . informatj~n, ~hil~ ' maint~in.inf;~ ~~ . accepi~·bl~ I . ' . :· •. 
- . 'tl . . . . . . . • ·(1 .. 
g~ade or servi~·e . . Some!, are more·l>qwer ·efficient whi.le t..he others are .mdre ·- ·· -
J • '; " ' l o • ' o I o Oo 
... ~ . . . 
ban·dwidth .efficient. A~particular . choice depends 0~ the ClBSsific~tipn or t~e 
. . ' . . 
· . . . 
channel. For exampl;,~t~l~phone c_ircuits· w~tl~ approximatel~ _3 ~H~ ban~widtti .• 
' • . ' ' • • • • ' •, j . I . • '! .· •• " • --........_-~--............ , • •, . •' ', I 
~re ba~d-limited ·channels, ~hit~ space communicat.i~n lin.ks a~e .. power:.Jimiied. · .... ; · · ' .. 
. . . . . .. '. \ . . . . . ~ . 
channels . .. In. power-limited· channels, c~ding schemes wo~ld be grin~rally used to. 
. . , :.,--. ,. . . ... ~ . . . . . . . . ... . · . . ·.~~. :· 
.· efficiently util~e· the av~ilable' powe~ at th~ ·expense. or bandwidth·, while in band-· . 
. . . . . .· . . . 
: limited cban·n·ets ~pectral(y'eCEi.cien.t. te(hnittues,would be used: I~; ~2) .. ·. Also, 'there · ~ ~ :_ · . .. 
• "'' • • ' I • t . I • ·. • ' t . ,• ·' .• : . • • •• 
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are other attrij>Utes affecting this choice. For 'instance, in satellite communication 
systems, where oft~n· nonlinear. amplifi.ets are used, ~ech~~s which perform ~ell · 




. ....... ; 
tccbn.iques which. are bandwidth efficient as well as suitable for multipaw-· . . 
' .\ . 
c_ha.nnels are advantageous. 
. . .... . 
--
.. . .. ' 
I ' 
1.2. Literature. review . . . -· 
. . . 
. ,,. 
· ... I~ re~ent years, .'P~~~r · a:·n~ ,baQ·dwidth e.trident· mod~lati~n ·sc.~erh~s h~~e : :: . · '. ; · · ·. 
·~ee~ t~e·l~bj~~t_.- or .exte~si~~ ·r~~e~~ch.- ·;{~tr~Ci~~ ·~~mo~y .hii~ t~~\n~d~.~~~i~n . ·.> .: ... \ ·, :: . .:: · .
. ... ' , . . . ·,...· . . . . .. . . . ·. , . .. " ' . . ·. . . . . . .. . . . . ~ .· .. ~ . . . . 
p)'ocess h~ ·been shown to give signais··with·· good bandw~dth : etrici~Ji~y-. , ·qne ~ay . ; · . . 
. · ~ o ' '• o • • o# 0 0 ·~' 'o • ,'. ' "·' , , , •, '•, l ,,. ~ • ',, ~ 
~0 'introduce memory · is' to lfa,v.e. continuity in, the phas'e or the, modtilated·.'si'gnal, . I ' 
. ' .. . . . . ' ' 
modulatio~ (CPM.~has ih,is PI:O~erty. · AI~o c.PM schemes a~~- of ~arr~wl;>~~ ~fth: 
row . sj>ectr.at ~i~~lobes. · Tlie;. use · ·~o~st'a~t .~a:m~ituci~ sinusoid~l sign~IS · a~d· · · . 
"' . . : . 
. . . ~ . . . ' ' \ , . - . 
ih~ref~re are suitable for nonline~r channels .[1; .2,.'4, :'s}. 
• * . .. • • ' 
'' 
' ' . ' 
.. ' 
; ' . . ' 
. ·The t~a.ns-~itt~d CPM ~~~h~l cani.be vi'ewed· ~.eit-h~~ a freq~n~y. ~odul'a~~~ . . 
·. si(Inal or ~· phase mod~lated. ·signal. · Th·e ~ymbol. pliiSe_ .~h~pe . . ~rt~c~ the '- ·. _ _.  
. ·:' 
. ·,· .. 
• I ' • • • • 
. . .. . . . 
.. t .. ~ 
instantaneous frequency or thD phase of the signal. ·By. choosing dirfer~nt symbo"l . . . 
, ' • ' f1 ' ' I ' • • ' •, • • : .' • • -; • • • •• • ' ' I ; , . 
· pulse shapes ~t, is possible to obtai~ a variety or ·cPM schem~s (see ' (5)~ ·(.22), and : · 
. ' . . ' . . . . ., . 
. th~ . r~fer;n~es therein). ·: Ai1 ·~h~se ·schemes .Cali .into ·on~ ;~r tw~. cl~·es ·of 'full ·. · · .··. · :: . . ·. 
• • I ' • • • ' • ~ ' ' ' 
. respo~se' CPM an~ 'p.a~t~~ r~sp~n~e.:. ~~~~· In ~~~espo~se' .?PM. sc.b~~es·.~h.e. ·' . I 
. symbol pulses do .n~ ove~lap with · adjacent symbols. B~t in' 'partial .respons~' . 
• .' • I ., \ ' ' • ' ' : • ' , • J' • ' , . ' 
. ' : CPM: schemes the. symbol p·~lses. af.e ~IQ:wed · ~o o~lap· \vit.h ~djaceil~ s);mbols. 
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Continuous ~h~e··rrequency shift keying (Cr~) (.4' 8, 18) belongs tp the · 
.full resp<;>ns~ cla.Ss . of CPM schemes. I~ ~PFSK si~nals, i,~e phase in any symbol 
inte~val depe)lds ·upon' the pr:e~io~s ~~ta symbols due- to t~e--dependelc;'generatcd 
-·. ' ... 
~:~-.by the. co~u.n~ou~ 1fature ·or the phase l4J. ·A.. detailed. discussion on distance 
. . ' u 
·.; . · . . pro~erti.~s, relative .~erform~nc~s an<l_ sp~ctral cb~racteristics of CPFSK sfgnals as 




·. : . 
.· . ....  . 
'I • Q • ' • ' • 
. func.titns of . modulation index, pulse sh~pe, alphabet size, ~nd receiver complexity 
. '. ' . . ·. : ~- ,. . . . . :. . . . ........_.., .. . 
· ·are r<)uod in (4) :and (2,2); 
• :. • t • • • -~ 
... , . : .: . 
• o I' 
. . 1: : ·: . - '· . 
. ' 
.. 
•, , . '·. 
' ' ' ' ' • • ' t ' I: ' '' 
. . , . . . '" . ' . . . ' . .. . . . 
. . , .. .. · ·· . . . .. Power ,eCCiciency. of CPFSI( . s~hemes: .. c.a.n:-be. impro.v·ed ·while preser.ving· the · · : 
. ; .. ·. :. , ·· :::::t::::·:::;t,::::·;:~!:. b~0:::~::::h0:o,::::::::a~~::1 ( ::~i7~ . ·. ·. · ..  ·. ·. ·. 
Q. • • -
' . 
... . •' 
, . . 
... 
' .. 
, ~ . . . . .. I 
. ' . ' ' · . ......_ . . . 
and modulation .schemes is reported in.(14/15, .. i6,.20,:.24]. Ou~~oi these ·schemcs, 
·· · .- tl~~· channel. coding. :sche~~·· 'due .t~ Ungerb~eck. [2~) achh~v~s rema~kable codi~·g 
,. . . .. .. . . 
. . . . ' 
:' gains' for ba~d-iimlt~d. ~h~nnels a'trd these code~ and ·v.ariants thereof 'have 
-received ·much . attcn~ioo. Pizzi and Wiison . (20J. consider: rate . i/2 conv~lutio~ 
. . . . . . . .. ' . 
. . - -~ -.-:- coding 'or . quatern.~ry 9PM and present o~ti'mal codes' for qu,·ater ~~ CPFSK 
. . . ' , ' ' . . . . 
si~~als, and . two .. partial respo.nse schemes. Similar but more .d tailed . work 
• • • 4 • : • • • ~ • • 
. including higher r~te conv~iutio~al c~~es can be found in (l4-16).·' 
. . .; . - . \• . ~ . . ·. . . . . ' .·. - .. I:· ' 
' : 
·. 
. --=------- -~- - -
: There are thre~ ~en known ~r~bol·br~-sy~bot ·detection sch mes. available 
. . . . . " . . 
. . ' . . . . .. . ~-, . . . . ' : . . . . . . . ·. 
·for .. the detection· hf CPF.SK signals:· synchronous detection, non co · rent detection\ 
' , '1 ', , ~ • • I 'o' • ' ' ' '•, 't 
•< 
· · · and liniiter·discrimin:ator ~detection.- · ·The performanc~· of the .above. detcciion·. : .. , .· . ·. . 
. • ' ·· • •. · • • . . • ' • . . • 't ;.·., - -- ~
. . ' 
.. 
< scheDJ_;,. are alin~ 3. dB ioretior to cohereo~ PSK. Mid~ipl . }>i~ dCt!~i~n· or ' . . 
.·sequence dete~tion of CPFSK is discussed in several J.>~pers> D [8)· de. Bud a has . . ·.: :,.,;. i . ; ' 
·· .·' 
. ·. . ... . . . 
di.~c~~sed - coh;rent d. etection . o·r MSK · u~ing_ a hv~bit,. ·servation .interval. 
.. : ; l ' 
. • , , 
'• 
''• 
'· . :, . • ··, 
' · 
' . ' 
.. 
. ' . 
•' ' 
' , 
' . ' 
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. , . 
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: ,Torney.,.[ll) has discussed the use or the Vi'terbi algorithm for detection of 
coherent MSK. Coherent detection and noncoherent detection. of binary . CPFSK 
with •\ bitrary modulation indices and arbitrary obserV:iii~n · i~tervals are found i~ 
· (18). _In (21} Sch_onhofl extends the a~ove .r~sults forth~ 1-ary ~ase (see also (3)) . . 
I ' , ' • 
I~ a recent-" pape~ Ekanayake (9) h(lS sh9w~ that M-ary. CPF.SK signals can · 
. . . . 
be d_etected· by · eiiher differentially · coher.ent det~ction. ·. o·r coherent · detectic;m 
' '• • • - • • 0 • 
. . : ' . . . ~ 
. . . . 
· · followed ~Y -differentia:l. ·. deco,ding., . 1;3oth . th~ methods . are· s~raight forward 
• ·, \ • ~ • ..., ' : ' . ' • • ' ' • : ' '' ' ' I ,' . ' ' . , • 
. ,.adaptations of the well kriown detection techniques for )lSK . . Sev_er.al noncoherent 
. . . ~et~ction ~~he~es r~r .CPM.~~v~ b~e·~ ··in~~s~igate·d .-i~-- [2~} : ·~t bas .-be~n sho~n · ~1~t;.. . 
. . . . . . . . 
·the .P·erf.o~~~n~e of symbql;;..by-symbol detecto~s . c~n b.e · ·improv~d by ~sing~ trellis · · 
I • ' ' 
, I 
" . . 
: : . 
:·. 
- ' \ 
.. . . : ~ . ... ·, 
de.c(;>d·e_r· ~itli ·vite~bi · dec~ding. For. ~xample, ~ conventi~nal lim.it~r-discri~inato~: 
de tecto~ _w_h.eri· followed by -~trellis ~ec.oder improves · in perfor~ance [23J: · 
. . . ' . .. . ' 
· 1.a. M:-arr· :e:o~tinu~us phase r~eque~er shirt ·key in~ . and tr~nis . 
coding· ' ' 
'• 
I I • ' ~ The CPFSK sign.al. is math~matically given by 
s(l) = J2E/Tcos:(2tr/cl-f:' ~(0 + ~0) \. ( l.l} 
. . 
where the -information is ·contained in the excess phase function ··. 
00 
. ¢(t) = 1f'.h E a~q(t ,.... nn_· . • .4 .• ( 1.2) . \ 
·n- -oo 
.. · with · . I .·. 




Here g(t) is a rectangular .puls~ of ~nit · a~pliiud·e 6v·er.· the . ti.me interv~l ::· 
" • •• e ' 
Q 0_ < t < T. fc is th~ nominal carrier frequency a'nd h is· the ,modulation in~ex . . an . I • 
. , . I ., . .,, 
de~ote~isc.re~e data. In ·each ~y~bol int.er~al, an· ~sum~s one ~r the v~l~es of'.·the· ~ .· . 
• t ... 
' I 
' 
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constant phase shift. E
3 
Is the energy per data symbol and .f. is the ·symbol 
duration. 
~The~hase .change during any symbol interv.al is 1ranh. For contin.uity of. the 
. 
. I 
pha5e at bit ·transition times, ¢.{t) should satisfy · · 
~ .~[(n+1)7] ~ ~(n7) = rranh. 
. '\ . . .. 
. ( l:·il 1 .. 
. , ·· , 
,. { 
. . ,_ . .. 
The phas·e .of' the. CPFSK_ signal forms a tre.e .. structure. The P.has~ tre~ or -the· ... ·. . . . .. 
' ; . . . . . . . . ' . ' . . . . . . . . : \ . . 
phase traJectories o( quaternary 'QPFSK is.'Sii'Own ·in'.Fig."l.l: :.' This tr~e strtict.urc ·· · :· · 
.; ~ . . ' . . . . ' . . .· . ' 
. ,. 
Ctl:D .be simplified . to for~. a finite state trellis for rati.onal value; mod~Jl_a~ion ·. 
. indic~s . . This. ~ disc~s~e~l in· the next chapter. ·r· :. -.-. .: .. . · . . ' 
Q ·· . 
. . . 
The .'continuous· nature of the. phase adds memor·y into the C~FSK s.chcm~ · . 
, . . . 
" . , . . 
' . 
[11 f. Referring to a point such as p in Fig. 1.1 I the part or the/phase . tre~ 
. ·. be~Jn tb'is. point. -an~ the. ·origin represents forty different . ~ossible d~ta. ~ym ...... b-~'T"'l-'-·': .-·-----..,-
. . . 
sequences. Tlrat is, if the phase-Or the signal at t = 4T is known. as 2~rh; then, 
' ' ' 
.. 
assumi~g that . the ph~e at .t ·= .0 is zero, only one or forty dlfferent sequ~nces 
. . .. . . 
could: ~ave ·~een ~ransmitted.: Sequen-ce. ~etection . tec~n)ques·. ~a~. use this· inemory 
' . ' 
·.. J • 
. t~ dete~t 'the trans.mitted se·quence. 
~ I ' 
1.3.1. ~etectlon ·or M-ary 'dPFSK signals 
. . ' 
· ·As ·mentioned before, · CPFSK signals· can be detected either by seque~ce·. 
~ · 
det~ction techniques or by . 'symbol-by~symbol detection .schemes. This thesis · 
' f o I: ,' ' . ' ' 
C00Sider~ a SeqUeDC~ detection • 'techniq~el · .. namely I ·phase d~t~cti~n arid.· trellis 
. 0 •. 
' . 
. . decoding. This detection. t~chnique is compared *ith ihe well· known correlation 
• • ' I 
' ,  
-· 
' ., .· .. 
·. 
' . ' . 
· ·, . 
. . 
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. •, . ·~ .r 
~· 
g . 
' . . detection and trellis; 4ecoding t~ch~iq~e ·for CPFSK signals. ·Both are coherent 
detection ;echniq~es ~and ~e ;bility of t~e reoei~er ~ g~ate a reference . 
4 1arrier in exact phas~ coherence with th~ fnconiing signal. 
1 ' I I 
. I • 
Th: c~rr~I8.~ion\ r0ceiver lor .cohOrent reception of ~PFSK sign~s iS. shoWn 
in Fig. '1.2 .·.· It. consi is o_f tw~ .P;a.r~. The detector . 0~ the demod~lato'r .part· is' 
. . . •· . . , ·. . . . ' . . . . . 
..  . ·~-- for~ed _-:~y .a :~ank ci~ ~orr~la!or~' s~'ppli~d with a.' c . . r:esponding ' set·. or ~~~·er~nl-- . 
. . · . .,:!J . . . . . . .. . .. . I . . . . : . . · .. :· , . :- . .. . . . . . ~ .. . 
• · . • r~ference si~~ls. s 1(1),~~(.1), .... , •LJI). in, general~ t••:ode an :ary· CPFSK f 
· .·. · s1gn_al, ~~s~~ch -~efe?.fce sign~~ ~~e n~ed~d,. .. ~he~~ ·~- lS ;~the.· de~~~~~_ator o~ ~be . .... . . .. 
. ' 
. mo'dulatioil ih . d~x· h. ·.-1he":inf~r~ati~n 0~ _th~ ~·i_g~al - ~s :1CO~ta!ned. in the ~O.rtelator ~ /\ 
o~tptJtS . and these are used ~0 calctilate · th~. Eu~lidean dista~c~ bet~een ·different . 
• . '. l . . . \ . .. bra~ches in the t~en~.· ~lances bet~••." the branches ~!e known~ the,~cs . 
·The second part of the ~iver, namely ~he trellis de.code_r, uses these metric's for 
, , . · l . . · · I '' · . · . 
. th~ Viterbi algorithm, ~hich finds · the sequence of symbolS most likely to · ~a~e 
.. 0 1 • • 
.. 
been transmitted. 
. I . . . . . 
. • II • . ; • 
The receh:.er .fo~ . M-.ary CPFSK stu die~ inrt~hesi~ is. sho~n in Fig: .~·.3 . 
It basically ·.consist~. of · J .coherent phase d~tec~or. Collowed. by ·a trellis .. ~~coder .. 
I \ • • ' • ' ~ ' ' ,I ' • ' • • 
" . . - · , . - . ' 
The CPFSK signal is treated as a PSK-signal-and. i~s phase is measure~ itt the end . 
. , .. · . . .. ··· . . . · . ...... . 
of each sign~ling ~·ntervat · In this method, the received: signal is · demodulated 'by 
. . ' : . . . . . : . ·;. . :.· ,.-' . 
multiplying wi~h two. c~betent carriers in· quadratur.e. The resu1Ung··i~ph¥e an~ 
' • o ' Q I 
quadrature ~aveforms are'.low paSs. filtered and sample4. synchtonoosly :with ~he _. 
~ ' . ~.... . .. . . . . . . . . . ,, . . : . . : .. 
transmi~ter. The philse: _is coinNited Crom the in phase ao<iquadr~ture samp~es. . ·. · 
. . ... ... ... 
The • trel~is·. de~oaer th(m uses -this. inCormatio~ to. de·code the most likely 
trans~itted sequence using the J~~rithm: · T~e distance me~~re for this. 
receiver is gi'feD iil Sec . 2.4.2, · ,;, . 
\ 
. ... .. 
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t.3.2. Minimum Euclldea:n dls_tance and prob~blllty or error 
Consider an M-ary signal set consisting ()f M finite energy sign-als 
{s.(l),i=-1,2,.:.,M}. One waveform fro~ the ·. set pf M waveforms is -
' : . '- ' 
, ... "·:. ·~~ . 
) • 
.. 
transmitte~ every T seconds depending on the incoming message· and possibly .·on 
I , ' ._ ~ • 
the · ~avcfortn:; . tra~sm~tted . in · precedin'g 'time intervals.· The _well . ~nown · ,· ) . _:· 
" ~ .. . . ·. . . ., . ; . : .. . < .·. ~ - ~ 
geQ~etric 'in_terpr~t_at~~ ·or si~~~~'.(26] p~~~~~s re~res~n ta.tio~ of_ :t~~ ~b~v~ ·figrik_ls ·: · .. 
as li~ear combinaii'ons or N orthonormal basis fun~tions wher~ ·N <- M > ThiJ oon \ . 
' I . . ·.· ·.· . ' - . , . 
, 1, I J ', , ._,._ ., , , ' ' · , t : , , • ' ' • ','• 
. be .. se_en a~f. ~n N-<lim~oslonal: coordhia~~ repre~entation :.or_ a· ~fgnal se_t' and i~ . 
. ,· . . ' . . ... 
. kno.wn\ as'· the signal.'space. ·.· · ·:..::-· 
. . ' 
. ... 
.. 
. . ' 
.. ' ~ ·. 
. . . . ·.. '\ 
The distance between· t~o .Signal· poin.ts in· the sigo"aWfJL,ce is the san1e as the 
. . . . . ., - . ~ . .. . 
,. 
Eucli<fean distance between those two pdin~. The minimum Euclidean distance · 
\ • ' . •"' , • .. , ·I - . .. 
(MED) between ihe sign~i poihts · in . ~ ··sigrial _ cohstella..tion · is important -~ it 
' ' ' •' • ' o • • • I '' t 
influences the - p~ob.ability of · error or 'a mod'f~tion _scheme . . _For sign~l reception 
f • • • • 
in add.itive white Gaussian; nois~ -chan~els the prob~bility or .error ts· domi~'ated ·.by 







. . .. 
the ·minimum Euclide~n distance a.t high SNR 126]~ 
' ' I ' 
' · .. · ' 
o '• r 
, . ' ,\. - -, . , • e . . . ' • • ' ' ' • , , , .' ' ' . . : • 
· For M-ary CPFSK :signals th~ squ~red Euclidean distance· b~twe·en 1u:ly ·two -. -~-. ·. ;· .. 
. . . . . .... . . :· 
. ' 
signals _sn(t) and s n(l). is defined by •· 
. . ~ . 
, l(n+t)r · . , . d~{sn;s:n}.:_ nT · _1sn(t)-.~~(t)J2~t . 
where 
· -~·n(.t)' . y2E/T CO$ (w i + 'lrhiJ.nt/T + .8~) 
' ·.:'and· 
. . 
. . ~·n(~) = J2E,!Tc~s (~w / + ~ha'nt/T .f. ' e'~) 
"'' · .. . 
. . ~ 
._.. 
~ ... 
• • • I 
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.·. 
. '; 
. ·,1 . : 
·. ' 1:· .· · · 
(. ! . I 
(1.5) . ·, . 
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.. ·-~. 
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~ ·,-- .... . .. ;~ . ·:; 
~ . .. .- ' ' 
nT < I $(n+l)T . (1.6) : .,_ 't. \ .:' 
~T <-t <Jn+l)T. 
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on -and .8 Jl are the phase angles or the vwo-sign·als sn(i) and 8 n(t) at t = ,.r .. .. 
N,;sum.ing 'w c >> 21r/T 
. ---
' · .1(n+l)l' · .· , . · ·, · (' 
d2(sn, s n) = 2.E.- (2E./11 . cos ("'h1an -.a . )t/T+ fJ -r 8 ] dt + e 
, . ... .. T n n n • 




where e- 0 as w c - oo ,_ ; " - . 
. .· ; · · , sin·f,.h(an -a'n)/2) ~.. .1 . , . 
1 
. , ' . • ~ 
d~(s , s ) -:- 2E { 1- . . ,, cos [ih(a t -a )/2+8 -8 ' )} + e 
n . n a . . . 11'h(an-a n)/2 il n n n .. ... •I 
.. . ·. 
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.•,1 . • # 
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·. d2(a ,B ) ~·2E."{l - .sinc··[h(a'-a )/2] cos [1rh(a -a )/2+8 -8 )'} (l.Q) · 
. ·n n a · . n n ... n •n ;.n n 
o ~ ' • o • o ' ' ' I • 
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• ,l- . . . ·. . , • . .. r 
T~~ overall pro?a~ili~y or. error or ~.sign~l. set is giv~hr {26], ~ 
· . M-1 . . , • , •• 
/. , P.l£l . ·. L P[fls,~t)] f[s·;O)] , :(~.10.) 
'' · · i=o . 
· w~ere f tsi( t)J 'd~~otes the •(lpriori probability · th; the signal . .1':-( t) "'is t~ansma~ted 
. I. 
. . . " 
· .. and .. P.'(~Is-(t)] · de~otes .t·h~ conditional probability or error given the signal s~t) is 
• . I .. ~ . I . I . . 
• . • ' • ' • I ' • ' • ' • llll\ 
·:.. :1 'transmitted. IC . ~~e ~ignals are· equiprol>able,' ibat· is 'P[si(t)} • . 1/ M· ror al.l 
. .. .... . - . ~ ~ 
. ·i = 0, l, ... , M.:..(then (1..10} reauces to • 
' ,1 , . • . ·, ' . 0 . "' 
, ~ . . . .·fM"":-1 
• . · ·.: P(E} _ . :M~ P·(tl~i(t)) . .' 
. . .. : •==0 . . . 
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. . . PIt) is ,lower bound. by· [26J, 
·. l:. . • 2 p [tf- ~ CJ(il· min/2No) (1.12) 
(1._13)• 
I • .• 
the minimum distance of the 
.. . : . ~ 
signal se~ . .- Thi~ bound_ ·is ~ymptotic~Jly ti~ht for. stnaU err~r: prob~~i!ities (26). 
. · .· 
. ·-~ 
. ' 
~ . · ..
·· .. .. ; . 
.. . 
. . . 
. ... 
·. 
:- . · . .. 
- .. ·' ... . ,· 
. . . : ' ' . • -y . • . . ·: . . •. • . : ·' • . f' • .... •, ( 
· • ·. : (1.12) ·and (•.i'3) ·indfca~e· that ·the pro~ability o.r error !or· an·y: signal. set·~· ··. . ·. ·. :·_·. ·,. 
... . ~y~ptoti~~l~y ~-epende~i . ~~·· the riiinim~·~· ·.dis!~~~ b~~~~en. th.e ~i~~~ls· in th~ ·s.~~·. ~ . · · . ·.· ·. : .. 
. . . ' " . . . . . : .•. . : . . . . . .. . . ·~ 
• ~ c' , • ' . . • ... . . • : • • • , . • . . . . , • • ' • • . • • . . ... . • . • • . . . : l • • • • ~ . • . • • • ~ 
. Also, ·the. ·mini~u~ dista~ce is a f~ii.ctic;m ;of sympol ~mer~ ~8. :. ·. Thus .P (£1 ~~~ be . ·:.-'· · ·,.. · .. . · . .., 
. • ·:: ~ / · .·· t ' · : ·., • ·:: ·· .• .... . . · • · ··:· ·.· .~ •. ·· : =:. __ .. . ' . • '\~·: . - : ·· .. ~ •. ~ · • . ·.·:. ·::·· · . 
. · reduce~ by.·-increasing. E8 ; . Hqweve~,. .th~ :is not~ aJ'YaY's .a 're~i~-~~ 'so!u~iori:· bet~u~e·: ... ·: · .· · ~. · ;::.··. 
,• •• : ' 1 • ' • ' ' • • I •• • ' \" ' 
0 V , • 
b . . • . • • • • ,; • . t • • ••• • •• •• : ' • ' •• • • •• • • • • l • • • • ' • • • • 
in most coin'mupicatio'J:t ~iiuations .ilie a.v~rage power at _the tran.smitter .. is-limited . ... _, .·' ... :' . ·. 
.. - . . . . "'. . . . . .. . . 
• • • t • . 
l • • • ' ' • ' ' • f • ' •' ' • "' • • , .. • O• • • 
.Therefore we h~y~ .to resort .. to"'other _m~thods such as·codi:r~~ ·to imptove'the ·error _.;e . ..... :.: 
performance.: .·· .·. :;:t.._.) • . · · ~ : .. ; .:·  .. .. · , : :_ · · . ..... _: .. ·-~·~ .' .... · . . · .. ; · .1· .: · .. ·.· 
.· .. ;..~:::J~?~··. ~ ·- . ·. . . . - ' . . . -. ~·-:·· 
1.3~3~-·Trelll's . codes ~oDiblned ~lth . CPFSK "sl~~-~ls : .·· .. . :. ·-.: . . .. 
: . • .. • • • • •• • • .. • • • • • • :-. · • • • • • ' J 
. / G.n.~C:1~.:::::d:8:.:;~:::::::~ :;.:::·::~i:.::::;~:;~~=:t::: · • · ,, .  · .. : ·. 
• ' • ' • : • r • ; • :' t, ' • I ' :' • , , ' • I~ •• , • ' , : ~ • : ' • • • '• • ·.~ ' . ' ' \ : • ( ' • • • • ' ' • , ' 
: bits · and"v"pr~ceding bits . . The encoder .has :2v . finite states. and _the.code : rate is· , . 
4 
. • •• · . /. 
' o o ; : • ' "• ' o • " ' ' ' ' • • f(f ' I • ~ ' . ' ' • t ~ ' • • •'f..' 
ni/(m+i)~ ·The . ~coded bits re~uire 2l~+l) .c~~nn~i.-sign~i.s ·ror -t~a~s~-~si~~-. . : . . . ........ . ..
. . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . ' • . . ·.:' 
• ' • ' ' ' ' ' I ' • ' • '• : ' ~ 
.. . .... ·•. • . ..... . : ' . · · · : ... l ,_ . . • _ ..... - ~_.·. · .. _. · ........ .... '.-~ .. · .. ... . · 
Trellis cpding· can be imple~ented by. using a .convol~tional cod~. as tollp~s. , . . ... 
. . , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . ·. . . ( ' . ~ : ~· ~ : ·. . . . :';: ' . ,' . ( -'~> 
The incO.ming bits' are ~ncqded. by: a ,.·-:- m/(m+.I) ·hiri~·ry conV.ol~~ion~l · .. co~e: apd :: · ·. ·. ·: · -~!· •· •. 
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I ' ' ' lo : • ' \ ' , • , ' ' ' , t ' (. ' ~ 0 • • ' • :i '• .... ,::, ' ;_ -I , • • ' 0" ' 0 ' , 0 · . , ' : , ' '; ' ' ' • 
· the result~_nl . co~ed ~its -are m~pped. _o_n . to a ... chari.ne~· si~n~L -~~_. .~i.~~~ ·. · ;· • .- _.: ·: · ... .. . _· :r 
. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. ' . . ~ · , ,.:/ . ' . . . .. . . . . 
convoluti~\}~l ·cod~s form' a subset or trellis" codes this' p~oc~ss ' or en~oding a ·bhiary ' ,• · .... .. ·. ~ .. ·. 
0 •:...:.' ---7----.;._.' --:--,· • ', I 1 • ,I ' ' ') I ~ 1 " ' , ' ' • • 1 0 , ,' 
.. data.stream -~ a sequence of cfi~nnel ~ignals ls gene.rally known ~\rel)i!.~~ding. ·:~ · :>": . . ·. ·"·.:.· 
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. ConSider "1\ uncdd~~ •sy~tem that t~smitfbinar~ . at· a r~te 0~ ~R. " 
bit/s, where·n is th~ number of bits. per symbol ~nd R = lf.T.is the··syrJibo' ·rate .. 
~ . • • • • ~ ' • ~1 .. 
o • <·' • o • -~: ~- I • 0 
To tra~smit. n .bit/symbpl Z" disc·rete. signals are need~d. . (In the. signal sp~ce ·. 
. . ' . .. ~ ' .a . . . ~ ., ... . ' . 
representation -of· ttiis signal. setJ there· will be 2n symbol points.) The chann·ei· is · · 
. . .· . ' . ' 
• J ' • • 
assumed G~ussia.n. :As. state.c:i · ~efore·;- the· ~rror . perforrria~~e ·:or such a ~ystem, . 
.. • , • r .. 
. ~ . . . . 





o o • • o t o c \,. • ,I o o 
depends up,on the.minimum Euclidean dist~n.ce: betwee~ the symbol points in · th.c · ;·. · .- ; ... · · 
~ • • .. . ' I . ! . ' .:.. . •, . ' I. • • ' • • • • • : ·. 
-. . ·signal'spa_c~ .. - ··.-':.· . ·-' ·•. ,· . · · ·. . . · '·'; · . ·. · · · . . . ·.·~ . · .: · · .~· ... · .
' \ .. . . . . . ·. . .. ...... . .· .• .... ' ' ~ . . ·. .. . . .:. ; ~ .. 
. . . . · :· .. . ' ·.· . 
f. • . • ' : , ., .. ' J. • ' !·':" •. : 1 ... ... :: . : •• • : · :.,,• 
' ~ ' ... , ~L.. ' • ' ,• ' : ~~ ~ o ',. ' ' .', ' , ' • \ • ·, .' ~ 0 • ... ,' , ... ' .' • ' ', I • • ' ' , > .~ ' • • ' ' ,· ''. •' ·'t :· ~ • ,: -
.• ' :-< ·: Fo! : a_. giv~n:·~':'~t~ige,:po:wer.·.t~e. Il),pimum Euclidea~ .~is.tan~e · de~~ea:f~s wibh. ·: '.· : .. : <·'/; .· 
>: : • ",• , , .... .. :•,•.'";,· .,. -~, .. ::::.;., . ;· .. ~_.':'· . . ';·,·.·.·. •: ·. >, .~ . ·: · . .; ,· , : ·,: ... :, ~~~· .. · . · · : ···.' ~ :· .. ' .. ·n· . . ·,'.' .. · ; ·,'~~ -·~ 
' .. · · ··· .ir?.r-~asi~~·~ ·.!'1_;:·::· ihat ... :~,ean~'·· . an. ~-~~cr~~~· i~.':··~~~! - bi~ . . · r~te'• ·4:~gf~d~s-~ - ·~~~.·: .. ~r:roi .. ·. :: ·:·:.; ·;_: ... ~.:~: ·;.:/ .: 
0 
,. ' : ,,• : ,.·.~ , ,·':, ''.' • w '~ I ~ .· , , ·.~ ,, ,. ' ' 1 ,, ' , :~ ' • · ,.• • 0 0 9 , ,, .._~ ~- " '~ ' , · : • ',,a ,' , 0 • ,..,.·'; • .. :;, ' •,, .. :,~ ::, 
'.~ . ·: .'. ·,.:· . . . .J1er-r~,~~ailc~ . ~~·: ~~e. co'm~unicatjon ~: ~.ystem~ : )~prov~d: P.~"'tro~~.~ric·e·.~~~t~JQ,. ~he,: ~·· ~~ :·.··'.'-:: ._.:::: .  ·/:'. 
• • o • '•: ·: :, ' "' • ' ,' • • • ' I • . . ' - ' • ' ' . <t_'', • • ' ' ' • • ' ' ,. 
'• ·.. ~ ... : .. .. : constrain.t . of: average · power 'limita.tioQ can'•'be achieved. by ' C<;lding . .. Ei~ller , u ; . :.;: ... ~ ::.; 
· .:. ·. ::: : ' ( > . . . a ;ge!1raic t,YP e .block cOding or ~rOb:i,hiiislic type: trellis Coding ~~~. be .i: hoseD· -~~r : . . ··.· <', 
. . ... ·. . ,. . ~ . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ·. . . . . ' .. ... '• . ·. . . : ~· . ·. ._.'·.'.; :: . 
· · · ~ . _-· . . ' .. ·· 'implementatiQn '.in· a co~munication system [24). In l>hth blo.ck -c~ding' ~ild lrelljs . · <. : ·~ :_. 
·:· ' :.· - .· . . . · · . . · . '; .. .. . ~ . ·. ··-.· .. · · ·.~ : ... · · . .. : ~ ;· · · .'.~···~ .... . :· . : .·· .. ···· .. :·· 
.. . · ._·. · · · .. .. · co<ling redundan~y · i~· added to. the 'system,·. thereby enhancing·· tbe ability. ,to det.e<;t · ... ·:. · · ·~· .: 
' ' ' ' I ' ' ~' • • .# I' .. " • ' ' , • ' ' ' • • • • • ' , • : 
' • I t J ' I ' • • , ; 
. . . · · .: ·. :~ ·. and/qr; ·c<?r~;"eet ~rr~.·- 'l~~wev~~-·· the . eC.fpc'tive ·inf<?rriia~ion r:ite 'per .. ttan~~i~~ion ~ .-· . · ·. ·.· ~ ·,._ · ~ ·: 
~ ... ~. '- . . . '. ·: · . :. : , · .: ·:_· ... :. ~. \ . ... ·,., . " ... · ~ . · ,~ .. · , , . ·-_ :., , :: "'::. 
> .. ~ · . ·. · _·. !.· ,. . · b'apd.w.idt~ i.s r.educed ' 124) . . ;.fbe-'in~tease in _the- .mirli'mum E1tclidca~· · distanc·c, .~ · .:; :.: .. 
'' ·. . . '· . · ., . : > , : :e h \e~ed · 8s a r~~lt,O:tcodi~is r~r~_~r~d to:.;. t~~ 'c~d i~~ gai'o , ~ · , ' .  J • . , ·• • • ' • :: :.· : 
\ " ' ' : • • • ,' 1 ' ,. • ' ' ~ ' 't p ' ::' • ' • • ,'" ,• :~ IQ ' ,. • ' 4 f a • , " \.o ' • • ' , ' 
.. . . : .... ·.' ·.·:·,. : . ~- ···:· .. ·:·· .. ·:· ... ~ . .. .. . ·.':,:. :: . .': -'::· ··:· : . . · .. /~ .· ~ ·.· .. ·.: .. ·· .:·, '. .• ;:: .· ' .. •\ ;; .. · . 
. . . .:'" · . : .. ~ .··. The .. ej}cod.er/mo9uJatot of · _a. tr.ellis., .codf;d:· cyFSK, ·.scheme: is·, shown.-- in · 
t1 ' ' •' I • to ~ '' • ' : o .I • I ' ' t ' ' .". ' 
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sign;tls for transmission and therefore are mapped .ont~ an· s\/-ary CPF'SK signal 
. . . 
. . 
set. 
. ' .. . 
~ a ~esult or. t~llis c~din·g, an-...eJ:a~d~i chann~l . sign.~l set 'is needc~ fo~ 
. . 
trans~issio~, for example', 'where a (2, i· .. . m) ~ode' is. used- to code the, 'tlata' 
sequence, the n\Wnbcr ~f ·possibl~ co~bi~ations .of oulput bits is .four; ··then,' a 
• • • • • ' • • I ' ' 
·. . . . . : . . . . . . · . .., ' . ~ . . . 
quater~ary CPFSK .sche.me is _requ.ired. U instead a (3, 2, m).or. a (3; l, m). code' is 
I . ' . • ' \ . 'I ' • . · _ . ' 
• • • • • J 
.. 
. . : ' · 'us,ed for Coding, .. the .. number Ofi ·qisti~ct signaling ·· W_!).Vefortns required is . 
• • • , •.. • • ' , • , ' •' ' \ : , •, , ' • I , 
.. fvf.:_ 23 = 8 and,--octal CP·FSK scheme ~tiu-1<{ s'atisfy_ th.is:· requircmrint. · By . .. 
' ., I ' '\ • ' ' o • '" \ o • ' ' o t 
. . .,. . . . . . •: . ,. . .. . 
. . · ·. · · : '... · enhan<;ing the memory or CPFSK signal~ furt)i_er ·by .tr~llis coding, better .e!lqrgy 





" •, . 
-' 
... 
'-:s~hemes for M-ary CPFSK s1gnals prevrou~ly · consadered .can , be:u~ed to dctec.t. 
• 0 ' • I o 
.trellis coded CPFSK signals as ·well. ~ .. 
. . 
The ·performance of trellis . coded CPFSK schemes, . like I most ot~er .. 
.. 
. \ 
modulation :s~hemes, . is ._co~on~y . ·evalu~ted py· calculating the symbol error 
· probability. · . A}tbo~gh 'n most c~es 'it - i~ n.ot possible tC. calculate the exact.· 
. \ . . . . 
, . 
. symbol error probability, various performance bounds have been est11.blished. For --
.. t • I • • . 
, larg~ -S~ th~ ~y~bol :· error proba~i.lity is asymptotica]ly .determined. by the · 
·. . . , , . ' . . . . . . . • . . . ' r -. 
minimum E~clideao:. distance [26]. · Also· for CPFSK signaling schemes the 
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1.4. Scop~ of the thesis_: · · ·. · . . · 
",/ ' . . 
. . The mi~i~um-i:uc;idcfn\istances ~r cPFsK sigqali have b~.eri c~l~ula;ed 
'. 
in the _literature; based on the assumption tha.t 't·he · r.~ceiver, consists of a 
cor.r'cl~tiQn· .det~ctor followed.· by. a trellis de~.oder . (4, .15]. ' A comparis~n or 
*' . . 0 • 
minimum distances of M-ary . CPFSK signals· w~tb-niO'aulation index I /M with 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . . ... . . .. .. ·. 
minimum· ·c.istances ·or PS · signais ·is :.shown· in ·Tab.Je . 1. · Clearly M-~ ry PSK 
. . . . . . . . . . 
.. signa_ls . h~~c larger. ;ninimtim. ist~n.ces ~than tli~ ··corresponding CPFSK sl~n~Js fw'· 
·. . . . .. ·.. - ~ .. . ·. ;,:· . ·. ·. .. . .. . .. . · . .. .. . ' . . . · .... ... . 
modulation . ind X . 1/M, eyen ·th9ugh-multiple -~.it oetection is .used in· the·latter 
• • •• • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • ' ~ : 0 • ·' ' . • • 
- ... - -· . '. 
c'ase. 
•· ,. . . 
• ~- i • • '"'\ 
- ~-1-.. '• . ~ ' • • . · . t . 
As .. explained in S'ec.I.a:1; ':'l.o coherently decode · aii ' M-ary'· CPFSK. signal 
• \ ' ' • • ' I • ,' ' • • ' • ,•' • ~ I • ' 
. . \ · . \ . . ' . . . 
~ith modulat~on indelC· h (:- pfq} -the corre.latioil rec~iver needs qM cdrrelatars. In 
•• \ • • • • J) I I . . . . ·,·_ . . 
~ost cases, howe.yer, the ntim~er of oorrelators can be· reduced below qM, . . 
depen.ding on th~ value 'of· the modulation· ind~; but, th.e complexity of th~ 
. \ . . ' ~ " \ .. . . . ~ ... . . .,. . ; 
. correlation receiver is still too much for iinplementat.ion, except for .. sm.all M and q 
• • .. f • • • • . 
v~lue~ .. ·On: the 'other ha~d ~: trea,.ti~_g. the CPFSK s~gnal ~ a PS~- .sign'al,·. and 
.-r me.nsuring the 'ph~e at . syritb~l \r~nsition . instants it is P~.ssible to acb.ie~e 'a · l~rg~~ · ..... : 
. . . . 
m.inimuin· distance· than·rtbai achi_e~e~ by. ~or~e-lati.o~. detecti.on. , Th~s. !L P,hase 
I • , ,, 
deteet~r ~ bich makeS its · de~isi~nS solely :y observing I be p base ciin Ou iperform .. ) 
the. more compler corre~atioQ ~etecti~n a~d tr.ellis deco~ing. Re~ear~h .r.eported in ~ . 
. . . 
this thesis is motivated by ~he above observ~tion~ ·:,The remaini~g chapters are · 
~~ •· ' ' • • ' • ~ I • ' • ' • ' 
. . 












,. . --------.. .. 
; ·-:. . .. . - ._ ~ .. . . . . 
hi· Chapter· 2, uncoded ·CPfSK sjgnals are conside_red. in detail. : Minimum 
' • ' : • , · • f ' l ' ' '• .· . ·•_ ' • • .· • I : ., f 
. . ·. , .distanee values or· unccided .. M-ary QPFSK signals ·have bee·n calculated. by ~everal 
~ • : • • • • • • • f, • • • -~ 
• • ! 
I 
I 
. . I . 
' . . 
• 
























· Tabh 1: Comparison of minimum Euclidean distances of 
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investigators. These caleulatio s are based on various trellis-search algorithms 
uncoded M-ary CPFSK signals. The dis~ances obt.ained for the,lr.relation 
recei_ver are c~mpared with those obtain~d for a ph.ase detector. N~xt it1 is shown 
that an .M-state trellis is surticieni to achieve almost all performance gai~­
guaranteed~. the :memo~y. of th~ ·mod~dation proc~ss of CPFSK signals when 
M > -2:-We .. also make tlie observation tha-trellis. decoding of ·uncoded CP.FSK 
' . . . . ' . : ·' . . ' ' : . ' ' ' ' . ' ' . -
si'gnals is transparent to the carrh~i' ph~e amb~guities of t~e regenerated referen'ce 
.·. 
tones · at the re~~iver ~ : · . '
-. 
I .. 
In Chapter ·3, ·the ~inimum Euclidean distances .. for trellis cod_ed quaternary 
' . .. ' . . ' . 
CPFSK signals and. octal CPJ!'SK signals are evaluated. when the receiver co'nsists 
of a phase- det~ctor follo~ed by a trellis decoder . . The minimum · distances 
obtained are compared with previously .reported results for a correlation ·receiver. 
• • • ' , .... • 0 • • 
. ~We aiso search~d codes_ iil t.he .smaJI'h region lor combi~ed channel coding 
-' • ~nd . C~FS(( modulati~ . Finally it is shO~n · that trellis decodin'g ~- coded 
CPFSK signals is .. transparent to phase . a.rt}bigllities. of the regenerated referenc~ 
. ' . 
tones of the coherent demodulator. 
' .. 
----------~ - . 
. ~he implications of the results are discussed in Chapter 4 and co~ elusions 
made. tHereof. The thesis· is concluded a·fter a 'brief discussion of future work 
·. pertaining to this research. · 
. . 
-' · ' 
.~ .. ~ ~ 
. ,, .• ( · ~·- . . ,. · 
' ( 
f ., •• , : • • - . 
\ -
1 I 
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DISTANCE PROPERTIES OF 
UNCODJbD ~rFSK S~GNALS 
·' \ .. ,. 
.. ) 
6 , • • 
. . IIi ibis chapter it is shown how continuous phase frequency shift keyed 
'!'• . . . . . . . . . . 
. , /"(CPFSKf signals· with ratio~al ~aiue . modulation index h (h .· ~~q~ ~liere ~ a.nd q 
~-- ' - . . . 
·. 
. ~e · ~elatively prime numbers), ·can be represented ·by· a ·Cinit,e;state· trellis wh~_:u~ . 
stat~~~have a one-to-one relationship to the phase of the CPFSK signal. Next it is 
. .,..,. 
shown · that trellis decoding is transparent to q-fold. phase ~mbiguities ~the 
. regenerated reference tones of the coherent demodulator. Then, closed-form 
expressions are presented for the minimum Euclidean distance (MED) :9f uncoded 
M-ary CPFSK signals. These expressio~s yield exact value~· of the. MED .. for ·an 
' . 
rational valued modulation indices. A .coherent phase detector followed by a 
. ' 
. trellis decoder. is .. shbwn to out--perform the more co.mplex correlation detection 
. . 
and trellis decoding of uncoded CPFSK signals .in the small h .region (h < 1/ M). 
• . 4 . 
. . 
Arter. p .. resenting extensive nq'merit:al res~lts, it is alc:o. shown that the optimum 
... 
mctdulation index for· correlation detection of M-ary CPFSK signals·· ~an L~ · 
approximated by (M-1)/ M, with~~t an appreciable · reduction .:in ·t~e largest 
. . . ' . . ) . -............ 
tn~nimum distance that is achieved: The optimum modulation index for phas;":'--
detection of M-ary CPFSK signals is shown to be 1/ M. 
20 ' 




·· ·. · 




2.2. ·Trellis represe~tation of CPFSK signals 
~-
._/ The M-ary CPFSK signaling waveform can be mathematically expressed ,as 
. . .---.:---~ . ~ , .. 
~ - .-w· · J~E,T'T co• (" ,' + ~ 4 fa'" ( 'l dl Hol (2.1 l 
with. the frequency deviation wd given br-
.. ..~ ..... 
' 
where -h -is the ~d~lation inde~. x (t) is the baseband data sequenc·e used ·to 
' 
• • • 11 
moduHitf( the carrier of no~in~l ·angular frequency w c'· E 8 is the. symbol energy 
·. . . ' 
. . . ~ 
and Tis th~ syrribol durati~n. .P.Q__i~e pba.Se ort.he c~rri~r at t . _o Qr th~ phase . 
ac~~m~l~~ed ~ver . the· peri~oo < t ·< 0.: F~r ~~here.~ t .systems ·;t- ~an be s~t · 
- ' I , • \~. • • 
·equal to zero without any lo~ 'or generality . . i'h~ baseband data signal x(t) is 
. . ' . , . 
· rep~esented as; 
x(t) =Lang (t.- nT) 
-....... . 
. . - . n . 
where {an}={ ... ,a_l' a0, til' .... } .is the data sequen~e. an can take on any value of . ~ . \ 
.. (2,3) I 
# ' 
the M-ary set {±It ±3; . . . ·, ±(M-1)} with . equal probability.~ g (t) is a· 
. 
. . 
rectangular pulse given by - ;....-
' - - ' 
- { 1/T, 0 < t < T • g(t) ==? • ' , . 
0 , ~ otherwise · 
, I 
2.2.1. rrellla representation of MSK signals 
· .Binary CPFSK signaling with modulation index h · ;i/2 Is conside~ed firs~. 
' . . ' . 
This·. is also r,ere~red to as:.Jminil!lum sh_ift .. keyi~~.k The ,.'following trellis 
de~cription .c~b be found in [llJ and iS ·presented her:e for . the completeness of this 




There are t)Yo tones transmitted in the instance or MSK,·. -:-1 corresponding~ 









; . . 
I · 
'· 
I ' ·22 
to· the' angular rrequency (we- n/2T) and +1 corresponding to {we+ 1r/2T). 
Assume that the lnwest· tone or tlie MSK signal· goe~ throl;lgh an fnteger multiple 
of cycles during one signaling. i.ftterval [llJ. Then 
(w -7t/2T)T=2n7t=O 
. c ' ' 
(modulo 2n) (2.5) 
. 
. 
' . . 
This assumption :simplifies the ph~e · trellis, but does not alter the .spectral. · ' 
I 
I 
cha.raeteristics aod the dist~oCe properties othe phase trellis: For th::ighcr 
frequency tone · •· · ·· · 
(modu'lo · 21r) ..• (2:6) 
· Recalliog~bt ;~0 i~ . (2. 2) caD be~~~~ ~q~al ~to . zero ~iibout any loss ol g~nerali ~~ '. : . 
when + l ~ansmatted · · · · · · · . ! . y ... . ~ • . ' • . • • • . • . 
s+1(t) =: J2~/T cos [(we+ ~/2T)t +.xnl. •· (2 .  7) 
and when -1 is transrri,itt·ed ' 
where 
X . 'z 1 + n~rh (a. 1 -a ). n n- . n- n (~.0) 
) 
From (2.5)- (2.8~ ca~ .~e seen ~~at when~ _+l is trans~itted the phase of ~(t) 
,. . . . 
\ advances by 1t ·and that -1 does not cause any change in the, phase or ·B(t). · 
Specializini''{2.Q) ror MSK . : · · . · · 
.x = 0, 1r · · (mod~lo 2~·) . · . ·-~ .. 10).· 
Ther(,lore lor MSK, n"'n c&n take only th.e t;.,o valueS 0. aod .~2.). The 
. . . . 
· . ph as~ trellis or MSK can be drawn u~ing this result and the earlier- results th~t + 1 
') 
causes a phase change or 1r and -1 c~us~s a phase change or 0. This i!J showri in 
Fi~. 2.1a . . . . ·The s~te dia~a~· or ~SK is s~own iii 1\~ 2.lb . 8 (t) in Fig. 2 .. la 
' 1re~resents ihe phase or the MSK signal. The phase trellis consists or t~o states at 
' . ; • • ...._ . I • ' . 
I 
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-• 1 (b) 
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' 
. ' 
,·· Figu~e 2 .1~ Trellis repres~n ta ti·on of MSK [ 11 ]., 
(a) Trellis~ (b) Sta~e diagram • 
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obt~ined by a one-to-one mapping of the phase values xn (modulo ~")- Every 
state has two br~n~h·es ·leaving, each related to· +1 or -1. A to~al of four 
. . ' 
branches connect the states of" any two adjacent levels. Four different waveforms 
are- transmitted depending <>~ the MSK modulator state (0 or 1r) and the input 
symbol ( + 1 or -1 ). They are 
+l: s1(t) . V2EafT-r.os (wet+ ·~t/2Ttf. 0) . 
+1: s2(t) = y2E-,/Tcos (wet+. d/2T+ ,..) 
.(2. 11~) 
. '(2.116) 
' . •' ' 
·;, 
· · - · (2.ucr .. · 
· (2.Ud) 
\ • .a . ~ 
In ·section 2.3 these waveforms, ar~ountered• again ·with respect . to 'the 
correlatiqn receiver for MSK, where the corre1f.tors are p~ovided with ~he. above 
~ . 
four coherent tones. 
. . j' 
2.2.2. Trellis representation of quaternary CPFSK signal~ 
, .. - ~ - - ~ - - . . . 
· • For. q7y CPFSK signals, •n can tli.ke on values rrom the set 
{±1, ±3}. This exam~le . consider~~ signaling with :modulation -index .1/4.' 
. ' ' 
·Rewriting {2.g) with h = 1/4 
·n11' . 
x =% · · +-(a · . -a ) 
... . n · n-1 4 n-:1 n (2.12f 
' . , I I ' • 
_where'!-.,.; an-l. ~ {±1, ±~}.for ·an inte~~l :alues of n. Then 
, . xn = 0, rr/~, ,.., ·37r/2 · (modulo 2~r) 
Thef'MO,r,/-i can. take only the tour' values 0,· ·rr/2, ~r; 
. . ,n . . -
'(2~13) ' 
and 3rr/2 for quat~rnary 
CPFSK s~gnals with_ h = 1/4. 
Fo.ur diff~rent ton~s are transrriitt_ed in this instance. - Quaiernary . symb_ois 




• • J 













I ' ' 





... . . .... 
- . . . \ . 
(wc-31f/4T), (wc- · 1r/~T), {wc+ ·'lf/4T) and (wc+31f/4T) respectively. Again 
it is assumed ·that the tone with -the lowest angular frequency goes through an 
-· .I 
i~teger multiple o( cycles during one signaling i~terval. Thus 
-3: (w - 37r/4.T)T= 2n~r = 0 
c -· 
(modulo 21r) (2.14a). 
: -1: (w - 1C/4T)T = ir/2 c . (mQdulo 2,..) (2.14b) 
+1: . {w0 .+ ir/4T}T= 1C (modulo 2,..} ·.-· . {2.14c) 




. · . . (2t14a)...:. (2.14d) revea.l)bat the·symbols_ .. -3 '· -1, +l, .and +ia~e associated. 
. · ~~th · p~aSe ~hange8. of~. tr/~, ·~ . ari~ · 31f/~· ;~~pec.tivel; ·in .:the ·phase or"s(tj, where:· 
. ... ' ' 
-s(t) is ·giv.eil by 
~(t):::; J2E/Tcos .(wi + .1fant/4T +. xn) (2.15) 
Usin~ the result!! of equ.atiOns (2.13) and (2.14), \he pb~llis "of 
. quaiernary CP.FSK for h = 1/4·can now be draw~ a:s .shown in Fig. 2.2:i: . The 
. . . . . 
state 'diagr~m representation or the sa~e· trellis is given in ·Fig. 2.2b, .. The ~hove 
~rell~s comprises of fo~r- states. ·. They are obtained by a one-,...to-one mapping .of the 
. . . 
P.base value~· xn. Every state h~ .. rour br~ilches--leaving, e~~h ~r which is relat"e~ 
,- - . . ' 
. to one or -3, -1. , + 1, or +3 . . A . total of sixteen branches .connect the statJs .of 
• 
' any two adjac~nt·l.evels · of the trellis. Conseq~enttsixteen differ~nt .wave·f~rms 
~r~ possible depending on th.e st~te qdtbe modulat.or an~ the ihp'ul·signal. 
.. . . ·~-·, ·\ 
In the two examples considered above, the number or states or the trelli~ . at 
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Figure · 2. 2: ·:Treli'is represe.ntat~on 
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I case whe·r·e the number or states -of the trellis at a given level is less than the 
• . G' • 
,. ., . :·,.J 
number or bran~hes leaving a state is considered. f 
• 
. ~ . 
N~~ -~onsider quaterbary CPFSK Cor h = 1/3: From (-2.9) 
I . . 
I . I .• 
\ ·~ . nw 
· .xn - · xn-l +.3 (an ... l- an) . (2.16) 
.. 
. · .. 
... 
: ·: .. .  
. ·• :' 
. . : 
... 
\ . . . ' . .. . 
where \ri-1• •{ : {,bl~·;~:)j for a~l in te~al vain~ tor. n. \With artiurpents ~imilar . . · .• . . ; '/: 
to t~~s_e or ~revious ~~~-m~le~, i~ _ge,lie~a~ - ~. J).· ·, . · ... , .· ::·· .. ·. ;·· . . · ... _:. · .. _:._·. . · ... ·.< 
• ;. · · .· ... __;. :< n~ ·.· . ·- ·· . c . i ~ . ·: · ·, · , • • . ~ .. : .:·'·.".:· .. . · .::;:: 
; ~ x _1 +· .(a -l a ) · (2.17) .. . : .···'" . .. ... . 
. . n ; . n . . 3 "." . • • ; '. ' ~ : '. < ·. / ; ; :',S~; 
. · · . 0, 2tj3, 4rr/a ... · · (modulo .2rr) : .. (2.18} ..... ' :· . .. -. :· .. ·:-: . ,._._ . .-. 
' ~ . . ,, .· .'' . ' . . ·. . . ·, :,.: ~. _ .. : ... · . ·>· (' ·.: :·.· ,' .·: ~;· . ,• :· ::~ · 
'Thererore X • can tuke only t·hree vahies( Cor quaternary . CPFS~ sjgilals.' w'ith-' .. · .. : .. : . .. 
n • • ' • '• ' I . : ' 4~ " • : ; • • ·. ~ I .. ( .. · , • • • ,f ; ·: • f 
h,.- 1/3~ The q~aternary ~yinbols -3, ·::..1, +i, ~nd +a cor.respond. to . td~~ - o.f . ~ < .:· .. ~ 
.' 
. .. 
. . ./ 
angular · frequency {w~ ~ .Jr/T), : (we-· rr/3~), · (w~ +~/aT), and ·(~ c + ·"';r') 
. • . . . : t! . . . . . . •. . . . 
~~pecti~ely: ~ befbre,· ir tlie. frequency or the lowest t~~~ is fix~d such th~t . ' 





:.· . , ..iJ: . (w .- tr/T)T.._T 2nrr = o . ·· (modulo 21r) . 1 • .. o.(2.1Qa) ~ I C · • 
' _.. 
···. 
· . .. 
111 • 0 I 
'· . 
• ' ' I ' ' ' ~~ 
then the 'ph~e angles a~cumulated in . each sigtialing int,erJ;a} for the . other tones 





. . \' . 
· (modulo ·21f) (2.iQb) . ·, : 
' : :, · 
.• 
: 
(~.lQc) ... " .. 
.. 
are , . 
. ·<>.-1 : _(~~ ~rr/3TJT= 2tr/3 
r; ._.; \ 
+'-':. ,(;e + ~/3T_)T·= ·~1r/8 
. ·' · 
·. ' 




. ·(modulo 2rr) 
.'·· · .~ . ' 
+3: '{we + ,rr/f)T~_ 0 · 
.. ·. . . \ ' 
I " 1: •: o o • o • • o ... ~ ' • ' I ' I ' I I o' : I • ', : • "' 
With .the oabpve results, .the trell~ of quater.g£~tY. G:PFSK signals r~.r .h = : f/3 .. ; _  · .. · :~ ·: :· 
• . ·~ ' • . . ' . . . ,# ; . ' .. :.; _;. . ! . . . ·. : . .:.· ·. • . . , •,'. ·, .. .. · •. . 
~an · be drawn ~ shown in Fig~ 2.3a ... The s.tate. diagram is given in 'Fig; 2~3·~, .. : · · .. · ·.·  .. ·· 
• ... • ' • • " ..... • • • • • • I ' . • • • • • ~ ' • • ' ' ' • • • • I ... : ' . • . • '·. . . : ' 0 : • f 
:. . . The number. or st~tes in th~- ~trellis at e~ch level is>~ less· th~n the number of .. ~ .... · ~- \ 




· .. .. 
. . 
branches leaving each state. 





,·, ' •, . ', 
~ ' . ' 
.. 
• ' • ' • ' l • ' ... : . ' • ' • • ' I' • ': '. , · • :' I :; r~ ',,' :0: 
Therefore tber~: are. P!l-rallel brab,c~~s }>etW.een· the ·: ·.-: ·~ ... , .. :. . : 
• I ' · . ' I ' ' / • i • ' ,· • .' • • ,' . ' ~ .· ,' • : : ) ;·.-..::< ·' 
l ,t ,,.: \ I : ~ · 4 
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2'..3.: ·:T~~l'lis . r'~prese-~ta1tion' o·f q~at•erl'l~ry . C?FSK . for.' h•l)..~~; . 
• -\: . ~, ~ . "' .' . " • I • .. 
. . ': (a)·· ·1reit~i~! ·(b)·. State ~iakr~m . ·~ •. ' ·"' 
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. ~tates or adjacent · lev~ls: . Moreov·e~, the wavefor~s associ.ated ·with the parallel 
. . . ... . 
' branches·are orthogon-al.· The pr_e~ence of paralle.l oranches mentioned'above, also 
. . . . . 
-. 
,. .• . 
·has itpJ>lications on the distance properties of the CPFSK modulation scheme,· 
' ; " Xbese-lmplications ~ well as tb~ir effect on the distance pr?p~~ties will be 
. -, 
. . 
discussed in Section 2.4;1. .. ,.. 
. ' 
' .. ' : ' . ' . ' ' I • • ~ • t., 
. . .. _ . 'J. · . _. .. ·_·: ~ - -. · ~~2~3. T~ellls repr~~entatlon ~f M~ar_~_ Cf~~~ signals' . 
. ' ~ • i • , ! ' ' '"' , • . , ;. . • -.. ' • ' • • , . I 't , ' ', . : ~ ; . 
: · . 
··· · · -This section ~onsiders t~ems· .representation· of M-ary CPFSK .signals. As 
.. . .. · .. · · :.·-~_.~··:· · .. ·.· " .. :·. ·· -:·. · ... , · ·.· - .:~ .·.,,_ .. ··. ·· ; . 
1''-~· · ·: · : . ; · . ~at~d · ear lie~ for M:.f!-r( CPFSK. ~ignali.ng,_ -~n : can take on · a~y ·value from .the· -s~t . .. ·. ' ' 
··~ ': ~ , f ' t I ,, ," , • ' ' ' ',. ! .. . ~· · • ,, , ' "•' ·, ·, ' ' • f ' , ._ : . 
-. - ·-:-·- · . ·. · · · ;:_ .-~{±~, :§::3, ... :.· .•.. :f:(M-1)}' wit_b. equal' probability. .M distinct ·tones are 
· ,. , , l , : ' • , • ' r J 1 
4 
• r '• , • ~ 
• ~ 0 • 





·. •. transmitte<t in reJatipn .to each ·of the- M symb~Js in the .above ·set:. The lowest 
. . ' ... 
: " . 
·• . 
. ~ ~o~e ~as an. an_~~~~ tre~~~n_cy of {we- 1rh(M- ~}/T}. Assuming that this ,lowest 
. -. .• 
ton.e goes tbr~~gh an integer .multiple of ~ycles du'ring one sig~aling int~rval, · · 
···~--
. ·.) . '
' '·· 
...... ~('M-.~):: · · (~c- (1rb/~f(M.:..I)]T' ·. ·2·n1r·= 0 . (~oduio 21r} (~.20a} 
. . '· .· -.. -(M~3) · : . ·{we-. (1r~>T. ) (M~3))T . ·2~~·. . · (~odulo 21r) (~.20b} 
. . .. ,, 
. . . . . . . ·. . , ; 
. 
•,', r 
r . • 
' • I 
. . ~. . . ·--
'" "' 'II' I 
. 
. . 
. .................................................................... . 
.. 
·(mod·ulo - ~") 
• ' : 
(2.20c) 
' . 
. . ' :·T~~r.efore ·.;n · (~odulo 21rf.ass,u~e~·  th,e. v~lueS: ~f tb.~: s·~t .·~i~en by X= .{0.·, 2rr'h .; 
• • ,j • # • • • • • • 
. _ .. , · .. 
. : . . ( . . . . ~ ~. -.~ - . . . . . . . 
•• . · . . •· 4nh:-,· .. ·.,. 2(fW'~l)1rhJ.}. zn,i~ const_ant over .a sig~alin~ inte~val! -The ~a:l~e of z,;.. · • 
. . . in. ·~be ~~~rent ~ignali~g1 int'ervai . depe~ds .. upo~ the . value ~r -~ ·. id~ring . ~he ·.· .: . . . ; 
. : :-_: •· . , . . . · . . . . ' . .. . . . n - :. . . . . . .. \ ' 
. . . pre_c~'ding 'sign"'aling i~terval and- (he· syr:nbol tr_ansmitted during th~t signaling 
( : 
··.: :_- i!l(eryat · With - ~be · t~rth.er·~ assump'ti9n ~hat h ·is a rational nurnber su~h . tha£ 
• ' • ,\· 1 I • • I • I .. ' • ... 1 . ' I ... 
. • : .• ''l ·h = pJq; wb~re p-ana 9. are' relatively. prime·numbers, -coupled with t,he.rnodulo 2~ "· ·,: . 
~ . • r • • · , . • ' . • ' • ' ~ . • • • • : ·· •• • ' • • : • • • • • . . .. ; ' \)! .• 
·• 
' . . . : ; . .~ 
.' . 
. reh~ition of the pba.Se,. the ~le~en~ .or t~e ·set·.~ . r:ed~~e. to _q dis~inct values .. This ' . .. . .. I •• 
. ' ' . 
' · .. 
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was clear with quatern.ary CPFSK signaling f~r ·.h= 1/3, where ·th~ m~dul~ · 211' 
. ' 
reckoning left \IS with only three s.ta:tes· instead or' four . 
. \ ,. . 
This reduction. i.n the number· of' st~tes ; enabl'es. ' the CPFSK signaling 
wavef~ms to be d.escri~ed. by a q-_sta'te trellis, ~here the q stat~s are ob.tained l by' 
a o.n~tO-one mapping 'or ~~e phase values: zn. . Fo~: A-_f-ary sig~aling, every. state· 
~ • 0 • • .. • • • 
· h~ M branches le~ving and ·.M b~anches ·m~rgi~g .. -~~~h branch i~ .~s·~ciated .with 
. ' ' , ' ' ! ,. , ' , t , 0 • I , , , •, • 
• ' ' • ' • I ' ' ~ • ' ' ' '• I 0 I ' • • . \ 
_ a syrl:lbol of . the M-ary iilpbabet · When q > M the· number· of ~istirict states is1 





. · · · gr.~ater. ~~a!)· the ·numb~r of branches ·leaving each state; therefo·re, no parallel , . : :,.-· · 
l . ~,· , • • " • , , • ' , • • • • •• , • : _; .. •• ' • , . I ~ "' ' . ~ ' , , . •, ' ' 
br.anches exist betwe~n- the states of adjacent levels. wtien q < -Jrl tb~ number-or --7 - ~-
• ' o I • o ~ 
' l \ ' . 
states' at a. given leyel is i'ess _th.an ~he number. of br~ncbes ~e.avi_ng each state, 0 
which gives rise to parallel paths in the t~cllis. This was obvious with -qua~ernary 
0
• ' 0 .. 0 • 
• • \.~ • • • 1 I. . . . . . 
CPFSK trelliSofor h ~,1/3 (q == 3 and · M= 4; q < M) wher~ it was_ shown that 
·. 
• \ . • • 0 
two. parallel paths exist for-each sta.te. For integer valued modulation indices 
· 21fh-4trh =· .. .\ = 2(M-l)trh·= o . (~o.dulo 21r) ~· (2.21) . 
c 
Therefore. -the set X has only one element; and the trellis degenerates into· a single. 
0 0 0 
state treliis .. There ~re ·M pa.r~llel ~ranc~es betv.i~en·the states . 
.. 
2.3. C~_rrier ph~e ~Qtbiguity and trellis decoding of CPFS~ 
'. .signals . / 
' 
. ' 
To. us.e coherent-demodulation techniques ~ith CPFSK signalin·g, 'coherent' 
'. . · ' 
' w ' • 
tones ·n~ed to be locally regenerated at the receiver, i.n exact ph as~ coherence with .'· 
0 0 
the r.~c.eive~· signal. . This can be achieved by several techniques (6), one or whic_h, 
' · , . . . . . ' 
... 
.th.e !vfb power me.tbod, is ex_amined in the example given below. Howeyer, 
ii'respect~ve or. the method being used, an ambiguity concerning the true carrier 
phas~ ~lways r~tnains unresolved: . . ' 
"' .. . 
, • 0 
0. 
I • ' ' 0 
I . 
3. 
One method or ca.r~ier recov~r~ entails/passing the recei~ed signal through a 
. . . . 
nonlinear cii-cuil such aS a X M-multiplie~, filtering t"} out~~t in . a narrow~and 
I . . 
fiJter, limiting the output or the Cilter. to rempve amplitude fluctuations and then 
~reQuency_~;ding to yi~ld .a relere~ce at the carrier frequency: , For binary 
' . .., ) ' ' ' ' 
CPFSK signals with modulation index 0.~, the above method Involves· squaring of 
. . . 
·· . . th~ signal_, n~~rowband _r~lter}ng and then Cte~uency dividing by two to recover the 
tones re~ired fo~ c~herent demodul~tion. l'his proc~ss hitroduc·es a lSO o phase 
. . " ' ' . . . . 
' ,. 
·.ambi.guity due. to th~~ivid~by.:two . ·circuit. ~In general .whe~~ a phase reference is· 
' . . 
.. i , . . . ' • 
· obt&ined by a divide-by-;(ircuit tb.e phi.Se r~rereiice is'· d~termlned .'only . by · 
-·,----·.-~~~·-- -modulo .21r/N; thu~,. N-f~ld ~bas~ adtbi~i~m~y-occ~r ~'[t9j.- ~~In- , the-following 
• 
I 
,! . • . 
, •, . 
section it .is shown tha~. trellis decoding :or CPFSK signa~ is tr~nsparent to: the 
. . 
. . ·. 
phase ambiguity or locally generated reference ton·es. 
. ' 
.) 
. . . . 
As the first exampfe,~i~r t~ems decoding or·MSK (binary CPFSK with 
modutati6n i.ndex tj2). Treilis ';epreseptatiori of MSK Wa$ discussed in s~·ction 
. . ' 
2.2.1. Recall t~at 'in: ~very sign_alin~ int~~val ~ne or four distinCt w_aveforms. is 
'transmitted, the actual'· transmii.ted·. w~rm '. bein·g dependent upon the bit in 
. . ' 
. that inte'rv~l and the bit in ' the _prec~di~g interval. 'fhe· correlation receiver for 
.i ......-
MSK is shown. in Fig .. 2.4 . In every signaling interval the receiyer correlat es the 
. ' 
receive~ signar with the waveformS, and the correlator .outputs ar.e used . t~ 
. I 
. determine. -the pa~b-metric for the. trellis de_coder; 'Phe four ~orre.lator outputs of 
·._:··the corr~lation r~ceiver shown in Fig. 2.4 can-be treated a.S the· path-m~t~ics for 
. : . : . . . 
t.he trellis· decoder~ and Viterbi algorith.m is used to determine the ,path with the 






























s1 ( t )=J2/tcos( w c~+trt/2Tt 
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Figure 2.4: Corr.elation ·receiver for binary CPFSK signals. · 
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there are qM cor-relators in the ~oi'relation receiver; however, in most cases the 
number 9C correlators required can be reduc,ed depending on the value of -h. 
----~----
Cqn!?ider the .data sequence 1, 1, ..;.J, 1, -:,1, ·1, -1, . ·-L The path of this 
data sequence throu.gh · 'the MSK. trellis is. shown in Fig. 2.5 .. · The solid line 
• ' 0 ' • • • .,. • ~ , 
. . . 
indicates the path·. _selected when the referenc~· toties ·are in ex11ct phase· 
!J 
'. . . . . • • " :· • ; •. ·, " ·. :. . . . : I . - . 
-sync~ronism ~ith the . incorpirig . sig~D!I: . 1'he ~suniption that t~:t·e · .. ~em9dulator ,: ___ . / 
. siar~~ at •o' .~t~te impii~s the· knowledge oi the ~arrler phase: -If' the ~e~ei~er w_yre~ ~ 
' I I ,' •, o ' ' _.,..,.,. •"' ' • 
. ti~~~le to . re~ol~e .. th_e~~e· am~igui't; .· ana . c:o~sequ·e.ntly th~.- ~-~~re:nc~ : (~~es are 
. : .. 180 ° . out of ph~e ~it{ the -i~co~ing . icines, :t~e · e~rrel~to~ . oJtputs : ~an be . 
· - · rcc~~culat'ed ~and · t~e :path wh~··. ~i~lds .th~ lar~~s~ . metric de~er~ined . . The abo~~ 
data sequence when q~code with a. 180 o · phas'e ambiguity · r.esults jn the path, 
- . . - . \ . . 
indicated by the dotted Hne. · 'l'he new path .also decodes. the data sequence 
.. . • . 
. . 
I . • . . . 
CQI'rectly. -The reason . (or this can be explained by a careful analysis .or the trellis 





_: The M~K trellis · is symmetricaL If the two· stat·e~ . ar~ interchan_ged_ by 
. . . . ' '· . . . . . - .. · . . G 
relabc,ling_ them such that stat~ 0. and ~ become 'Jr.- an~ 0 respectively,· .. the trellis 
. • . . ' ' . ·. , . 
• 1 ' • 
remains unchanged. · ·This relabeling is . equivalent .to giving a rotational shift to 
' . t~e states by . . adding 18~ o to -e~c~ st~te~ As men~ioned in• Sectio~ 2.2.~, the phase 
. - . . : . . . . ').. . . . . . ': . 
angles of' the transmltted signal and· th~ states of the trellis are on~to-ooe related. . : 
. ' . . . 
Th~rer~re a rotational shift to the trellis can· be interpreted as _adding J.so 0 • to th~_ .· 
.. 
· incoming signals.' phase or· alternatively, to. t~e . reference tones of 'the correlation 
. . . . . . . . . - . . . . 
rcce_iv.er . . Thu~. for MSK signaling the trellis is invariant t~ rotational ~ifts of 
•. 1~0 °. and th~ ·.pb,ase'· !amb,ig~ity. of-. the tones does il~t ·· arre~t· the proc~s~ or tr~ti~ 
. I - .. · . 
deco'ding._ · 
, . ,. . . 
.. ·, . 
. •' . 
' , . 
I 
. ' 
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Next, quaternary. CPFSK sign~l~ith h = 1/4 is considered. The trellis 
and the state diagram or quaternary CPFSK were given in Fig. 2.2. Any 
rotational shift or the states by an integer multiple or 1f/2 does not change the 
' 
trellis and . the state diagram. This is because the labeling of the brandies is 
.. . . : . . . . . 
ro,ta;tion~lly symmetric a~d the patlis merging e.t'.a state as well as those leaving a. 
. . . 
I 
• 
state are .unchanged by a rotational shift . . Bec~use or the one-to-one' r~lationshiP.· ' · · 
' .. - ~~.;~~-~.- . . 
: . " between the states and. the phase angles'' or. the' transmitied' sign~l, a rotatio.nal 
. . ~ . 
· .shirt of the states by an integer fRU.ltiple o(,/2 is equivalent to s~irt~ng th~ ph·as~ 
. . ' .. . 
-angies of ~he reference ton.es by the ~arne am~unt, all p~a:se angles b~~n~ ~~ckone~·' 
modul\ 2~. Therefore it can be· concluded that trellis decoding of qul!.ternary 
CPFSK ~ignals Cor h = 1/4 . is transparent to phase . ambiguities of . 
o.· ' go 0 ' 180 ° and 270 °. 
~, 
. . 
For M-ary CPFSK signals with modulation· index h = pfq, where p and q 
. ' 
· are· relatively prim~ in~eger~, ·as discussed in Section 2.2.3, the trelli~ redu~·es to· a. 
. . 
· . q-state trellis: . Also it is 1n~~riant. to . r~tationai shifts of.. int;f;er ·multiples or 27th. 
·- - . ...... 
:Again .because o'f the-one-to-one mapp_ing betwee_n the signal phase 'angles and the 
trellis: states,- .it i~ 'c,oncluded : that trellis . de~oding_ of M:arr_:. CfFSK signalS is 
transparent to · q-fold ambiguities of the reference tones. The tr.ellis decoder 
.... . . . . . -
. ' . . ( 
- . 
successfully resolves phas~ amhig~ities or 27!h, 41rh, ...... ..,.,2~ ..... I)."h . 
. ' • 
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. ~.4. Closed-form expre88ions for the mi'ni.mum Euclide'an distance 
of M-ary CPFSK signals 
2.4.1. Correlation deteetloJl ~nd trellis decoding · 
. . 
Coosider,th~ recepli.on or~ry CPFS~ ~;;._als in •.PN chanoel usihg · 
. - . . 
-the correlation receiver shown .in Fig. 1.2 · on page Q. .The squared Euclidean . 
.; 
di~t~ce betwee.n-any two branch:~s that start at ·level :n and end in level (n+.O, .. 
t ' • ' ~ ~ • 
- ·: iil~str~ied i~ Fig. 2.6 .. is e~aluated. in .· Se~tiori 1.3 as . 
2 . ' 2 · • · · • l '(n·U)T · . . 
. : ~ n. ::- . nT . · .. · [~n.( t) ..- 8 n( t)) .~t (2.22) . . 
I I . I 
= 2E {1- sine (h(a -a )/2) cos [nh(a r- a. )/2+ 0 -9 J} (2.23) · 
8 .... n n n n . n n 
,, 
I I 
where on and o ~ are the · phase ·angles or the two _s~.gt;lals sri(l) and s n(l) 
,• , I . J • 
respectively .at t ~ nT. On and 8 ~ · can also be id.ed as the values 
I 
corresponding to the initial states or the t~~ branches sn.(.t)..and 8 n(t). at level n or 
'the CPFSK tr~llis. · on+~ an~ o'n+t are ~~r~inating states at level'('n+l). . r . 
. . 
The minimum Euclidean distance (MED) is the ~mall est. distance · be.tween· iLll 
I . I 
possible p~ir~ o~ ~ign.a.ls sn(t) and s n(t) throu.gh t~e ·~rellis. The MED in . g~ncral 
depends ,upon the length · or. the ·Signal pair and the. modulation index. The 
probability oC error is asymptotically dependent u·pon the. MED .. Therefore. it is 
.needed to calcul.ale this. distance· to· evaluate the ~rror performa~_ee-Or a CPFSK 
signaling scheme. Some· p)-evi~u.s approaches tp. find the minimum· Euclidean 
' . . . . . 
distance involv~d · employing v~rious 'trellis·s~arcb ·algorithms to minimiztW(2.23) 
. . . 
Cor all possible sign~l p~tbs · (4~ · 17) . 
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0 . 














Although the algorithms for trelli~-searcli can be implemented on a digital 
computer, the time and memory· requirements ~akes th·e algorithmic approach 
--
-unattractive except for small M and q values. Alternatively, in some C!}Ses bounds 
on the MED have been presented (3, 4J. 
. .. 
. Foc~sipg. on the treliis structure of Af-ary C_PFSK sig?als, closed-form 
e'XPr,ession~ . are _derived for tlie ME[). of '.M-~ry .CPFSK .'~igna.ls. in tb~ (ollowing .. 
·sec.t;o'n .. Th~- f~llow;ng ·~;al~sis . ~~d· 'tb·~ res.ulting e~pressi~o·s. ·yi~~·d · · ·~~act v~l'rit>s. ~~ . · .
. • 
..
the minimum Euclidean distance; Th.e MED is evaluated (or A-f 2, ~. 8· and 16 
' - ........ . . 
using tbf!se expressions, as well as using ~;~. conventional trellis ... sear-ch algorithm 
•' . 
' (17J .. Numerical result'S are pres~nted in Section 2.4.4. 
To facilitate evaluation of the MED~ the rational valued modulation index · 
. . ' .  . . ..... 
I • 
(h =·p/q) is split 'ii:tto two disjoint: regions suc_b. t~at q > M. _and ·q < ~f. In 
' addition all, inte~ra:) values., o_f h will be:' considered separately. E.ach .case 1s 
con&idered in detaiJ -below. 
Case_ (i): .q~¥' 
To calculat~ .t~e rnini'tnum EuclideaQ distance of· a· given M-ary· CPFSK 
. . . - . 
scheme, all possible signal pairs through the · trellis have to be considered. · Whcp 
~ .> M, ~ sho~n .in :~ectio~ ·2. 2.3 ·. tb~ trellis . or CPFSK h~ no parallel b~aochls. 
. ' ' . . . 
Therefore the pair of paths thai produces the MED begins from a common st~te 
;. . . ., ' . 
at a certain· leyel, diverges J,\Dd travers~s through .~~e .trellis without . eoco~nteri'ng 
. . . . ' 
; • ' I ~ • I 
any ~tate at' the same time. After a. fjriite number or. split levels it' ~emerges· at 
' 
another level. . For simpli~ity . it is -ass\lmed that a ~plit takes place· a.t level zero. 
"'-1 . . 























The above assumption does not c-a~se any loss of generality.Th s ,is due to the 
. . 
/ ~ . 
rotational symmetry or the trellis of CPFSK signals discussed in S ction 2.3~~ 
J . 
. -Let _the si.gnals transmitt~d during the~t time interva~ o the .s~lit-merge 
~vent be •o~l and s0'(tj. The syrnbo1 ~0 co~responds ~~ s0(1) •. a,'· to s0~t). The 
SqUared _distance, between these two Signals in the first spht n terva} ' can be 
, ·, . . ·' ' . . , I _ t 
obtained by setting o =0 in (2.23). Theil · 
• . . . rt n · . . . 
. · d20 -:~ 2E"{i··..=_ ~.nc (h(a0 ·- a'0)/2J cos ["h(a0_- a'0 )/2J} 
. . . 
= · 2£
8
{1- sine fh(a0 - ·a'0 ))}.. ~) , 
d \ . 
~,. ., 
~ I . 
~.uppqs·e.,_merging takes pla~e at level ( n+ 1), the squared distance be~ ween the last 
two branches or the splii-merge event can be obtained from (2.23) by making use 
•I • of Bn+l = o'~+l' . Let this distance bed/. Then· ,\: . 
d2 n.:.... 2E8 {1 - sine [h(an- a'n)}} (2.25) 
. \ . 
.. 
, Next concentrating on a ·split-merge event of length t~o, which cpnsists or a. 
~ . . . . 
pair or p'ath! splitting at level ier~ an'd merging at level two, for ·~ergi g or signal 
. . 
paths the modulo 2~r p_h!15e change- along each path should be equal an opposite. 
·Thus the symbols assc:>cia.ted ~ith these two paths satisfy the relation 
. •o- •'o =-(a, :::::·;,) ~2.26) 
Defining "1 = a0-tJ-0', the squ_ared distance bet~ee!' the two paths can b1e obta~ned 
from l2.24) and (2.25) as 
' 
d2(o, 2) =?= d~0 + d21 
(2.27) 
. \·, = 4E.,[l -: sine hh)J 
. . . . 
The argu~ent of d2(.) w~ere shown, d~notes - the split ~evel ~nd the. merging leve~ . 
.. 
' . ,· • 
I 
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The squared MED of ·all split-merge events of lengtlrtwo for a given h is obtained 
I 
by minimizing (2.27) _over all possible values or 1 as 
\ ~2min(O, 2j = Min 1 4E:,_(l- sinc(1h)), ~ (2.28) 1 
where 1 6 {2, 4,i. .. ,2(M-l)}. From (2.24) and (2.25) it is seen that d02 = d12. 
- " . . ' 
Therefore when d2(0,2) rillnimi~es for any -y, then Ci20 and-42 1 also. minimi~~ r6t'"" 
/', 
the. same 'Y· ~ -
d2(o, 2) = Min 'Y (d20] + Min 1·[d211 ·(2.2J) ~ 
. ... 
.~- · Next· considering ·a split-m~~ge ev'ent of length n, the squared Euclidean distance ·· 
· • . . . ,...., ' . p' 
be~een the two paths can ~e written as 
(2.30) I 
where the split int~rval dista<Dce d2,. is given by (2.24) and the merging i~erval 
distance d2 n is given by (2.25). ·N~ting that the Euclj4_ean distance. is never 
negative, it can be obserV'ed that for any s~lit-m~rg:eVl!nt or length n 
,.,_ . ,
r2 . 2 2 2 , _~ . 2 .. 
, a-{O,n+l) > Min (d 0) + d 1 + d 2+ . .. Min (d n) (2.31) 
> d2 . (0, 2) 
- mm 
• 
T,herefore the MED is given by the paths or split-merge event of length two.-
• !--
The expression for the squared :MED is 
· · d2 min= · Min 1 { 4E.,[l - sine ('Yh)]} , , q·> M, (2.32) 
\ 
. 
• ~\ :,: ? 






• r- . 
./- . --
'· ,_-






where the minimization is carried out over 1 E [2_, 4, ... , 2(M-l)). In ·order _to ~ · 
evaluate the exact values or d2min for a given M, com~arison among only (M-1) 
values -is required, thereby greatly ~implifying. the calculation procedure. For 













Case (11): cf < M · 
. ' .. ~~ 
. . ~ 
AD e~·ample with q < M Cor quat~rnary CPFSK, _with mo~ul~tion index. · · 
. . " 
.. 
. . ~ . 
0 • 
h = 1/3 was· considered in Section 2:2.2. W~en q < M, the ~-~mb~;· ~r branches·.· · ·• 
. . . . . .. . ;. ; . - . . . . -" ·. . . 








1 I ' ' ~ ~ 0 ' ' 0 ' I ' 0 • • ' ' 
. ·Thus there will be parallel branches between the ·states oJ adjac~nt le;v.eis·, · It · can · _ ·. . · · 
. · . . • • " ' • ' • . :. ., :· . . . . . . .. .. ' . .'· ,· # . .' . ·.·. . . •. 
_ . . ·. b~ ·shown eO:Sily th~t th~ si~a1 ·wa~ero~iJJ. ass~~iat~d with these · p_ar~tiJf."b!anches : : · ·.: . -; ·.'. '.: 
. .. .. :- . .:·::· ' ~ . . . . . . . . : . . ,: . . . . . . -:·. t: :. . ~ . . -=...·. 
are orthog~z;tal~ · · ·. _. ,. · · .- . ... . · · ·. , . ··. · -~; 
\I '• • 
·• . . ~ · ... .-
. .· ' . ~- . 
1., • ~ • • • • • ( ' • • • • • • ' . • • 




















_Cor h.=:; 1/2 shown in. F.i~. ·2. 7 .. arhe ... ~wo ~\'~al w~v~C~rms.J trans'mittei b~tw~en. . ,: ' : 
• • • • • ..· ... • .. ' • • • ~ •• • • • • • .. • • • ~4 • ' • , J. , •• . . 
. •o'· state' or- one· l~vel ' ··and' . -:;t' state or . the follo~ing. level are . . -. ~- .. 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . ,. ' . ·~ . 
J2E;!Tc6s <~ct + 3trt/'iT) . ·c?.r~espo~d:ing ·to-: +3 an_d·· f(2J?,/T_cos~(~l·-;- 7rt/'ri · · · · 
· c~rr~p~nding: tO . ~i . . C~earJy;. th~&e.tw~ wave~o;ms are ·o~thogpn_afi~. ~ac~ · ~th~r~ · . . . -~=- · · ~- -
------- _ ___ ..:__ • -- --·- -- ~- · - · - ~ --··: 4 - ' • ' •• • • ' •• .• • • • • ... •• • •• • • • • • . ' . • • • 
· · ~gnals ·associated. ~lth ~11-' ·<?_tbe_r. pAr8.U~l ·bra~cbes are als~ ortjl(;)gon·at. From· ~be . , ·· . ~ : · >:::·: 
• • I \ , • ' ' . • t ' ' ' • •• ' • '.: • , ' ' . .. . . • .' ' I . ' ' • • - t . • ' \ ' '. : • : - ' ,- • 





~· . . 
~~( .• . 
.., ·, • ' • ' • ~ '• ' • ' • • ,; _' • • :. • , t. ~ ," ' , • ' I o .., • ~ • ' \ • 'l 
·distance betwe~ ~ny tw.~: ~-z:thO.go-~a{signals: ~ J2E. Therefor~ · tb~ . d~ta~·~;-.:.· -~ : : 
- . - , . . . ' . .. . . . . . 
between tany ~wJ par~~lef pat-hs ~-~ -. ~~o· .. -~. T_liiS ,'resui't . i~-·. i~~·o~ta-~t .: iii·: ·. . . . .. 
. ·. 




' . ·.· .· .· . ' . ' . .. .. 
.J 
0 , '. · • 
.. ' 
. . ! t . . 
: It' remains to esta~lisb the: ~onditio~ und~t which ih.ese .. paraliet_··.b~anches - .. ~ :.~· .· · · . . 
' • • . •. • • ' ' . ,' . ' . ' . '0. f ••• •• 
• • • I • ' , I ', •, " •, ' •', 
become· t~e -minimum distan .. c~. pat~s~ ,. ·Bearing in mind that two · ~onsecutive :· . . ·:. : .<<. , 
. ~ .. signa& do not4iel~ parallel b~~ncbes .li~ soi ~he tr~llis, deg~ner~~e~'tq ~ -~in~le 'sta;e : .-.; . . ·.· .· . .. ~~--
- . ' ' .· . l - . . . 
. '· 
.. · . . 
' I . 
'.' ~ -
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Figure 2. 7: 
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trellis,._ b~cau~e 21rh = 0 (modulo 21r), which is con~idered under Case fiii)J, it can 
obs.erve~ th·at the inequality 
____ . 4E.,(l.:.. sine (,h.))> 2E., (2.34) 
. . - . . ~ 
is s.atisficd · if ih · > 0.603355 approximately. If 2E8 .is less than the _minimum . 
. ' 
.. ' 
· ·va_lue 9_.,(1-: sJ~c . :Yh)' the.~ t~~ .. pa~allel _' p~ths . ~i~!~ th.~ · ~_D:'· . . The small':st 
·- 'valu~ of ·"~ .iS twq . . Theret~re· it is ~one_lude~l· that ·ir h >. 0.301677 pBtrallel. -paths 
• ' I ·, , 1 ;, 
0 
1 
,· .. . 1 • • • • • • ••• • • • • • 
·; . · . yi~l~ .. ~.~·~ ~i~i-~li~ · di~~~n_ce; ~bus the ~qu~r~d . <~o · -~r . ~rr~~·· ~i, ro~ . '· . 




~ I • , 0 • • • , • o ' , I o 
0 
· ,, •(i O '~ o 
. :· 
· .. , 
'' . 
. . ,. . ·2 · , ·! · { · ~E.,, . . · · ~ h > 0.~~167! ' ' ' 
. ·I' ·. . . : d_ 'min-:-_ · 4E.,t.r- ~inc (2h.)J; ~ ·< o.~o·1~77 · · .. - ' (2.35) . '' ."• 
.. 
<?ase (til): lntegral ·value~ or h 
.. 
~or integral values or h, 2nh ·. 0 (modulo 2~). Correspondingly the .trellis 
· ·.: degenerates i~to · a si~-gle. st~te trellis and· there ~re ~ para;lel :branches bet~eeii . 
. . . ' . . . . . 
· ·adjac~nt levels,. . The .. distance ~etween any,~ two paraUel branche~ is . 2E.,. 
, I ' • 




C~mbinilig the .. restilts or the ,above three cases, the ·'squared MED ofM-~ry 
. ·. \ ' ' ' . ' ' ' 
CPFSK signaling ~itb h.= p/q is . ' ' ' ' . 
' -
' I 2E. I ' ' /~' 
'" . 
(integer~) 
2 ~ ' . d . = man .· Min_ 1 (4E.,(1- sine ,.,h)], q > M 
' • l 
·. 4E.,[l .:._ '.sinc(2h) ), 
.· 
,2E.,, 
. ' , 
· .. where,·:'Y · 2, .4, ...  , 2(·M~t). 
. . ' . . . 
•  
·,. ' ' ' • 
'tt' 
.· ~ . 
' . .. 
' '. 
. I .. ·__.--. 
/'- ' 
. '/ .' ' : 
• • , , ' I ' J •• • • ,· : : ' ', 1 • 
h < 0.~01~77 ,. q <.. M 
h > 0.30i617, q < M 
\. 
,. 
. ' ' 
,, 
· .. ' 
. . ' . ~ .. ·' . 
. .. 
.  











2.'4.2. Phase detection and trellis decoding 
In deriving the Euclidean distance in·(2.23), it. was assumed that the receiver 
is of correlation type. In other words the distance measure ·~ given is valid only 
for correlat~n detection and trellisiecoding using max'imum likelihood sequence 
• 
estimation. 
The C<?here~t phase detector discussed in Section 1.2 for detectio~ or. M-ary ' 
1 CPFSK :signals· is ;considered below .. In this. receiver the CPFSK signal ijJ trriate'd 
. . ' . 
,as a PSK signat'-an~ the .trellis decodet; has. only the ph~e information or the ... :-
. ' . . . 
.CPFSK . sign~l o~tained .at .the-end or each· si~aling interval.· ·c~nsequently the 
p~th-metric depend~ only u·pon the p.base or the ·transmitted signal at those t:ime 
' . . 
instances. Therefore the squared Euclidean dish~.nce between any two sign~ls 
. . . 
, . . . . 
s~(_t) and sn(t) ifi' tbe int.erv~l nt < t < (n+l)Tis given ·by 
., . . ' ' . 
d.. = 2E II - cos (on - 8 )J n 6 . . n 
. . 
' 
~ . l• 
In ~he treUis ot CP_F_Sl(, 80 -~-n~ 8 n ar~ the values of the terminating states of the . \., . ; . ' . .- ... -. --- - -·-----;-- -· .. ... - - - - ----- ------ --- -----,-·-·-
• two branches corresponding to the signals sn(t) and s.n(l) .respectively. 
' .. , • . 
To obtain d2 . , (2.37) baS to . btr evaluated for all possible pairs ·or·sigilals . 
man : · . . 
through the tr~llis. As hefo.re a trell~search algorith~ can be used. Foll~wing .a 
• . Sl: • • • 
similar ar~ment ~o that of correlation dete.ctio.n and trellis decoaing; cl9sed-form ,.... . 
expressions .for d'~- . are derived below for phase detection and trollis decoding. :. 
· . ·. man , : . . · . ,._ 
. 'Here again·· the rational ·vl\lued modulation index is split in~ two disjoint_ . 
. . ' 
regions s~ch that-q > M and q < M. In addition i_o this all ·irit-~gral values or h ~- · 
-~ . . . "' ' . . . 
. :will be .considered.separately: 
~ · 
t 
.. . . 
: . · .. 
__,____ 














c~ .(1): q) M \ • 
There are no parallel paths in' the_ trellis or CPFSK signals when q '>· M. • 
Consider a split-merge event or length n, splitting at level zero. atid ~erging a~ 
' level (n+J). The distance between the signals ~0(t) .an~ s 0(1), assumed to be 
·, ' . 
transmitted during the first split level can be obtain-ed as follows . 
. I f· I . I , 
We have o·1 = o0+a01rh and o 1 = 8 0+a 01rh where o0 = 8 0. Substituting in 
' ' . . ' 
(2.37) yields · .. 
. . · I . . ·. ·. 
0 l I ' ' 
: ' 
= 2'E.,[l- cos (a0 - a 0)1rh) (2.38) 
. .: : · ·-
' ' 
Ir the mergin~. takes ~lace .. at l~el (n+l), the~ the .squared distance between the' 
last two branches is zero. That is_)· · · 
(2.39} 
. I 
This is due to 8n = 8 n in (2.37).' 
.. 
- · -- --:- -·,, - ---. ------- · - _. _ ----- -- ........ -- - - - - . --- -
Next consider a split-merge event or length two, consisting or: the. Jlllir or 
paths splitting at )evel zero ·and merging at leyel two.· J'he . distance· .~on~ribution . · 
by the tw.o mer~ng branches ~ zero.' T~erefore the squared distance between the 
two paths is 
'· 
.. = 2E (1- cos 71rh), 
. " . 
(2.40) 
wh~re', ·, = ao-a'o· '1 can tak·~ val~ from the · set {2, 4, .. ;, 2(.M-l)}: For any 
t . ' \ • • . • • 
split-merge event or length· n 
. . . 
. '• 
.. ' 
. .. l ' ', 
·- . : . 










d2(o, n+l) > .Min. 7 (d20) -t ~21 + i 12 + 
> d2(o, 2) 
~ Min (d20) 
Thus the desired ·minimum Euclidean 4istance is 
. . 
d2.rriin · 'Min·7 {2~.,(~ -:-cos -~~h))_ , · q ·> .M "4.. 
' : .· ' . ·\ 
. .. ~ . 





. - -~hen -9 < 'M there ·wm b_e parallel ·b.ranch_~s . b~~~een states or·~he adjace~·i 
• I • 
0 
f • , 0 ' , I 0 ' 
. ., 
.. 
··levels of the CPFSK tr~llis. , The squared Euclid·i~n· dist~n~e betw~e~ ·iwo p~rallel · ·_ · . , . . . . '.\, . . 
branches is 
d2'= .4E.,(l ~cos (8' - 81' ' )), , where 8 = 8 . .,. 
. .. n .., n ·n n 
=0 ·(2.43) • 
" 
Since the squared Euclidean dis,tance between .any two ·branches can not be 
d2 min = ·0 .. for q < M .. . 
Case (Ill): Integral v:aluea ot.h . - . 
For int·egral values ~r h, the trellis degenerates into··a single stat~ trrd_lfs and . . 
all the branches are ilf parallel. 'Chis makes the MED equal to zero. .. .. · 
. . . . 
• I ' 
Combining the •results for t~e above three ~ases, the ·&quare4 MED. or· M-ary 
CPFSK signals with' h =i PI q ror phase dete.ction and t,euis decoding can . ~e given . 
·;. 
·: '; " 
. ' : 
' ~~ 
. ' 















d2 .. = {. Min·"Y I2E.,(l- cos •prh}],_ 
man 0 
't. . ' 
where "1=2, 4, ... , 2(M-l). 
, 
2.4~3. Optimum modu1atlon Index 
. . t . 
q <· M and _integer h 
(2.44) 
Fpr a ·. given .M, the . ·value· or h that p~oduces the largest MEt> is the 
optimum modulatio~ index, h·o~t· . . FC?r · correla~ion· .. det~ction and tr~llis ~~co~ing of 
• • 1 • • • 
M-_ary . C~FSK signals. h op.t has . :b~en calculate~ .i~. (4). · .. h opt .cor phasi d~tection : 
. . . : . . . . . . : 
- and trellis decoding of .M-ary CPFSl(·_.si~als is_;calctJlated below . . • 
. . . . . . . . ., .. . ·.. . . . . . 
• ! 
The miniinu~ E~clidean dis~~nce _to! phase. sfetection of_ M-ary CPFSK 
. . 
. signais was given in (2.44). BecaUSe· 1 'and h are both positiv.e~ for q .> M the 
' . ' ·. 
right hal!d side .or (2.44) is minimum when cos b"'h) .is. ~~~mum: For binar~~ 
. ' . . 
·CPFSK signals "Y == 2 . . Thus the minimu.in squ.~red · Euclide.an distance is · 
'd2 . = {· 2E.,[l '- <:OS (27rh)] I 
man O 
' . . . 
q>M . 
other~iSe (2t4S) 
. . .. . 
. . -~ ' . 
To obtain ~·opt (1-~os(27rh)] has to b~ maxi~ized. This is a periodic function of h · 
. . 
signalin.g, (2.45) is lna.Xi,num when· hopt - : m/2; m = 1, 3, 5, ... and d2min = 2.000. 
. .. . . . 
·· .. 
Similarly . ~or\ ·all other · M values h0P.t = mf M, m = 1, 3, 5., ... .. an~. 
· d2 min....:.. 2E.,(l~cos (27rf M )J .. Numerical re.s~lts. ar~ presented in the n~xt sectio~·.; . J,. 
' . . . . •r·r--;. 
\ 
' · 
.... : . 






\ ' . ' 









2.4.4. Numerleal results 
In order to make proper comparisons with p~eviously repor'ted results, all 
' . .) - . . 
· numerical results ar~ presented. according to the ~ollowing oo~·ma izat~oo . Th... . 
squared MED for bmary PSK 1s 2 E6, where E6· 1s the energy r ~1t. E6 as <t< ; . 
related to energy p~r symbol E6 by / 
. ., . E6 = E6 log2 M _ ( ___ . {2.46) 
~i distanCes are divided by 2E6 to get ~he oor~aliied ~istaoCOs. Thus for ~K, . • 
bmary · PSK and QPSK · (quaternary phase shtrt keymg) d2 • ; equals 2·0~ 
. . . . ~an 
. ~ . . 
becomes the -reference value. Hereafter all distances .will be g\ven as. normalized 
J • • 
. I~ 




The values of n_ormalized MED (d2 min) .~or co~~elation detecti9n· and trellis' 
decoding Were comp~ted ro~ . a~d. ·.~: by using (2.36): . Variation or 
· minimum Euclidean distance with the modulation index h . is ~hown . in 
.·. Figs:2.8 :- 2.11 . Numerical vaiues of minimum distances for some h values a,re 
. . . . 
' ,. 
• I • ' 
· given in Table 2.1. Our results are in exact ~gree~ent with those or Aulln· et.al. . 
··. (4], for ·long qbserv~tion int~rvals. In (4) the MED is r;r;rr-ed to as th~ nor~ali~C,~ 
~quared free Eucli~ean distance (NSFED). It' is note~orthy that the bounds given 
iri (4] are actually the exact' ~al~~s oi the MED in ~u~ case. · Event~ougti ~ trellis· 
search algorithm was used in [4] for the evaluatio.n of _the ME·D, tlie same co~ld be 
J 
evaluated ~ith just a few computations. F~r instance ·when' q > · AI, c9mparison 
. amo~g only (M-1) valu_es is ne.ed~d to deter~ine·d2~·in for_ f.4.~ary CPFSK s~gnals. 
' ' 
Exami.ning Figs. 2.8 
' 
., 









Fig.ure· ~.8: Minimum distance ver~us modulation index (or uncoded 
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Figure 2.9: Minimum distance versus modulatioq index for uncoqed 
. ' quaternary .CPFSK: Correlation detection. 
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Figure · 2.10: Minimum di,stance versus modulation index for uncoded 
·octal CPFSK; ~orrelation detection • 
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' Figure 2.11 c Mini.mu.m di stance versus modulation inde:c for uncoded 
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Table 2.1: Normalized minimum Euclidean distance for M-ary CPFSK 





Modulation Minimum Euclidean Distance, d,. /2Eb I Index, f • . nn.n .. 
h ... 
' 
' M=2 M=4 H=8 M=:1o · ;' 
. 
1/20 0.033 0.065 0.098 0.131 
1/10 0.129 0.387 
. 0.516 -\~ 0.258 
1/9 0.159 0.317 0.476 0.634 
0..199' 
·.~ ~ 1/.8 f 0.399 0.598 o. 797 
. 
1/7 0.258 0.516 0.774 1.032 
7 
3/20 ' 0.283 . 0.566 0.850 [ 1.133 
1/9 
-
0.3~~ 0.692 "1.038 1.384- -' 
/ 
. 
.l/5 0.486 . ,,0~973 1.459 1.945 
1/4 o. 727 1.454 2~1~p 2.907 
3/10 0.991 1.982 2 •. 97\3 . 3.964 
~ 
. . 
7/20 1.264 2.528 3. 793 . 5.057 
I 2/5 1.532 3.065 3.000 4.000 
" 
. 




" · , 
' . , • 
. .. _. . · 
. . . ... . 
. :' · .. · .. · ... , 




, ' I 
, ... 
s4 
and h > 0·301677 parallel branches become th~ m.inimum distance paths and the 
normalized minimum distance is 2log2 M. When q < M and '·h < 0.301677 
. ' 
parallel bran~h~ do not-become the minimu_r ·dist~nce ~ath. For ~al~ int\gral 
values of h there ~re only ~~rallel branches i~ the trellis and again 
d2 • = 2 log2 M. An<n._ber important observation ~is that miniinum dist.ance tnan ~-
\ 
paths merg~ in at .most two symbol inter.vals, regardless ·or the number· of. states in • 
. ~ ~.l • . . . . \ . 
- . .. . "" ' . 
the trellis~ This imp.lies, as 'in,. Yiterbi decoding or conv utiooal codes [13, 2&), ilL 
0 • ~ \ 
trellis . decoding o! CPFSK signals, the decisions on sy . bois can b"e made after 
' • • ~ I !) 
only a few signaling intervalS,:. thereby redueing the ·' emory requirements or 






The values of normalized 'MED for phase detection and trellis decoding were ·• 
evaluated for M 2; 4, 8, and 16 by- using (2.44). Plots of d2 . . against h are 
. n1an 
. . • 
shown _in Figs. 2.12 ~ 2.15 and tbe numerical values are given in Table 2.2. 
' ijere- ag;iir ·the discontinuities or th~ curves ar~ d~e to parallel brancheJ of the 
trellis. For. q < M and lor aiL integer h .. vahws the MED. i~ zero .. This implies-~h:J. • . -·. ' ~ 
phase detection 'can not be used at· these particul~r modulation indices. · 
. 
The values l'Jf ~ ror ~h the lar~est MEJ? occur/ in correlation detection 
. ' 
and trellis decoding are tabulat~d in Table 2.3. · When M = 2· (binary PSK) the 
, . 
largest MED occurs a~ .h = o.ilS~- The corresponding d2 . is 2.4345. 
• . . ·man ..._ 
h opt = 0.715 can be rep~eseoted by the ratio_1:1al number 1~3/20? implying that a. , 
200-state trellis is needed Cor· .trellis d~coding. . Ch~a~l~, . a receiver with sued' f 
, I • ~ , • , . 
large numb~r of states is not practicable. • On \he other- hand I . if 0. 71 s is 
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·_ · Flg~re 2..12: : Hiriimum_ dis~ancE7 versus m94~iadqn index ··for tinc·oded 
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Figure 2.14:· Minimum distance versus m8dulation . ind~x fo~ ~ncoded octalCPFSK; Phase detection. 
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Table 2.2: Normali~ed. m~nimum Eucl.idean . distan·~e for M-ary~FSK 
signals; Phase detection and tr~lllis decdding. 
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Index, 
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' . 
MED roth = 2/3 is 2.413, which is only 0.08% less than the best value. Thus 
using h = 2/3 i!IStead or h· = 0. 715, a three-state trellis decoder can acliieve 
. . . 
almost all the performance gain that is achievable with a 200-state trellis decoder. 
'· . 
As a second example consider octal CPFSK. From Table 2.3, 'h • for octal 
op. . 
. 
CPFSK si~aling is approximately_ O.Q64 and the correspon4ing d2 min is 6.1415. · 
O.Q64 can be repres~nted J>y the fra~ti~nal number 24i/250; ~mplying the ne~d for 
250 states in the decoder~ Approximating o:ga4 ·by 7/8 instead, an -eight-state . 
1. ' ' . 
trellis· c~n be 'used. ·The ) • .fED ·.ror M ·= . ~' h"="l /8 .is 5.818. That. iS a· reduction . 
. . . ' ' 
• 
'· . 
or 5.27% i~ d2 min·· -~The degradation ~ is ~~mew~at bi~h-~r in_'this-case; . h~~e~~r, . ' .. 
wheHOm'}~r~c!; with thO !m~st;\ntiai ~~d~etionin decoder _,41exi~y,• it is . .· . · · · · 
-insignificant . . . Similarly fo~ other . ~ va_lues hopt . ·can . be 9,ppro~imated - ~y. · 
(M...:. 1)/ M.: The results are tabulated in Table 2.~. The numbe~ ... or state~. 
. ·. . 
required in the decoder is of the order of M for achieving· almost all the 
performance gain that is gUaranteed by the memory or the ~odulatioq process. 
. . . 
This can n_ot be _reduced b~low M, because parallel bra1:1chfs .would · then .occur in · 
~ the trellis thereby reducing the mjnimum distance drasti~\lly.-
Next the optim~m modulation index, h opt' is . considered for phase detection 
and tr~llis decoding <;>f' CPFSK. signals in the small h region, For .all -M values · 
. ' . . ' .. . 
: h o~t equals 1/ ~ and th~e val.ues ~1on~-with the correspondi_ro. are _given ' 
' !·in Table 2.5. Therefore an M state trell~s gives the largeslp~ible MED in this 
case. 
0 
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) Table 2.3: Optimum mod~lation index and corresponding minimum Euclidean · t 
distarce for correlation detection and trellis decoding of 
M-ary CPFSI< signals [ 4']. 
M h opt d:nn/2Eb 
., 
. 2 . 0.715 2 .4'34 
·4 0.914'1. 4.232 
8 ... . 0.96.4 6.142 
'·16 0. 9.83 '. _8.086 . ' 
. 
• 
'32 0.992 10.052 






• IJ • 
Table 2.4: 'Min~mum Euclidean distance for. correlation detection and 
· trelli~ decoding of .M-ary. CPFSK signals with an M-state. 
decoder. 
\ ' 
' M·. ) ~ lit h=(M-1 )/N d ·~. /2Ebf [d~2·E ·] %·, d:t_ff'erence •. . nnn 
/ I b llBX. ' ' 
(_ i '.413 . . . 2 2/3 .. 2.434 · · ;..o .o8 
_g D~4 3.717 4.232 -12.16 -
""' 8 . 7/8 . 5.818 ().142 . -5.27 
' 
t. 
16 15/16 i,886 8.086 -2.47 
., 
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Table 2.5: ~ptimum modulation 
Euclidean distance 
decodine of M-ary 
.l 
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index and corresponding minimum 






hopt d, . /2Eb m~n · 
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1/2 ' 2~0.00 
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the comparisons are restricted tO values of d2min .for h <. 1/ M, be~ause it is ~ly 
I 
rot th~e values Or:"· CPFSK ·~guals become attractive ·rrom t~e point o_r vi?ew of . 
bandwidth occupancy (20). F1gs . .2.16 - 2.19 show compansonl! of d2 · for 
. • mn 
correlation detection and phase detection. ·Coherent phase detection yields larger 
m~ni!"um distances than correlation detection wh!n h < 1/ M. Table 2.6 lists the 
rel"ative improvements in dB, relative to MSK, for selected h values. 
2.5. Conclu.8lon · 
. in .this chapte·r it -~as shown that trellis decoding of ~ncoded CPFSK signals 
' ; I •• ' '; ' • ' 
. . . 
. is ·tr~ii-~p~~-~nt to . the phase am~iguities or the loc·alJy ~e-~e~a,ttd r~feren~e tones _6ri. 
· · th~ cob.er~nt derhod~la~r. it ·was also shown that the optimum modulation 'i~d~~ 
. . . . 
~ . 
. ·.: ··. (h . 1) fori c~rrelation deteCtion and trellis d,ecoding of M-ary CPFSK signals can · op . • . . . __)· . • . . . . 
. ; .• b~ ~p.proximatelby (M-1)/M without an-appre~iable reducti~n iil the larg~st 
' .· . . .. . . 
minimum distance ·that ~ari .. be ·achieved. Fo; phas·e detection apd trellis decoding, 
• • 0 • • • 
. . 
the optimum ··modulation index was 1/M. . Therefore for · both correlation 
" ' . . 
detection and ·phase detection, it is -sufficient to consider an M-:-state trellis. in the 
. \ . . 
d'ecoder. Minimum dt!ltance vtue5 fo-r · correlatio~ detection ~~d phase detecti~n 
~· 
were compared. ·The numerical resuits _indicated tlia~ fo~·uncoded CPFSK si~als 
·.with moduJa~ion index' h $ 1/ M, . phase det~ction an~ .-tr~llis decoding ,yields 
I . 
• ....:.. • 0. • • • • • 
minimum d~tance gains of 'approximately between 1 and '1.8 dB (calculated 'with 
' . . . . .. 
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dB gain. • 
Phase 0 
detection · •. 
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· ta . 
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· . ·. Ch~pter. 3 · . . 
DIS'rANCE PR.'OPERTIES :OF. TRELLIS 
G . 
,. . I . 




In this chapter the distance. properties or tr~llis coded quaternary and octal 
. 
CPFSK signals are studied tor small m'odulation indices (h < 1/'M). A receiver 
. . . . . . . . 
consisting of a phase deteCtor followed by a trellis decoder is con~idered~ The 
& ', ' ' • I : 
' I 
. \ 
minimum distances Qf trellis· coded CPF~K signals obtained with this ~ec~iver are -. 
l{ 
· compared with t~e distances obtained with ._a correl~ti!>n re_~eiver. A se~rch ·is 
. carried out' for opii~al codes. which give large minimum distances whe~ 'combined . 
. . ' . ' . . . ; . 
wit'h ¢PFSK signaling. Also it is 'observed that trellis d,ecoding or coded CPFSK 
signals · is· transparent to ph~e ambiguities of the regene.rated referente· tones · ~r · 
the coherent demodulator: 
. I • • • 
. .. . • f 
--
3.2,. Sy.stem description and -the computer search for op~lmai' 
•. · 
codes ... 
~he . commu~ic~tion system s'iu~ied in; this ch:lpter ~ shown in Flg. 3.l . 
0
' I I 
1 '· 
The· idea is to· reliably transmit a sequence or binary i~form~tion · bitsr generated 
.· . 
at. the rate or l/r6 ~it/se.cond, using ~ ouitable. c~ann~l codi~~ sche~e. 
• \ . . 
. .· ' 
• iJ4 ' • • 
. .. . . ' . ' .· . . . . .. ,. 
Tht! information sequence is t!ncoded by an .(. , k, m) trellis encoder. ~-Thu~ L, 
., . I 
70 .. 
. . , . ' 4-' . 
, • ·, ~ I 
... 
. ' 




. -· ' 
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seq .. uence 
--- ~ 
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. the ·rate of the code· is k/n and the memory .length m. ' The ,. · OUt~tit c'oded 
- l. 
s~quence is mapped· 0~ t~ a M-ary 'alp~ab~t. {±l;±~,±S; .. ~ .±(A-1-ll}. The channel I ... •.. • ~ ' 
. . . : . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . ·. . . . ~ . . ~ . ~ .. ""'" ·. ... . 
' symbol~ an ~~rre 'ch~~en from the abov~ ~e~. 'M is aS~U~ed to, be a' power: or, 2, that.- · .. · ... 
' ' • ' ' .. ' ' : • ' I ' • ' I\ • ' ' ' •' [' ' , 
iS M = 2".·· When.e:v·er ·a block ·or ~·ode·~· binary · sy~b~b oqog:z .M .. bits ent~rs the. . · · ··· 
. ~app~r, One eb~nnel sY~~olis pr~~ueed aeeor~ing 'to the ~O:ppinS' rui.e;ion uS~~ .. ·. ·. · · 
"'' ·~n other ·w~rd~: the ~ -~utput ~it~ or 'the enc~der ar~ seeri b; ' the ~a~pe~ as on~ ,. 
~ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
M.;ary symboi. The channel symbol sequenc~ is ·re.<l ' to a CPFSK modulator ·which .. 
generates' -the: transmitted signaL 
. . 
The communication. ·channel is assumed ·to be corrupted by additive white 
Gaussian noise only. The re<;e.ived · sign:.al · r(t) = s(t) + n(t), where n(t)' is a 
. . •, 
stationary white G'aussia~ random process with z.ero mean a~d ,double sided power 
spectral de~slty f\/0/2. The . receiver is assumed ·:to be ~oherent, and ~onsists of a 
. . .. .... . . . ~ 
phAe d·~tector (oJJowed by g. trellis decoder. · frbis rt:ceiver was discuss~d iii 
1 · ·Chapter 1. 
, . 
. . ;. . 
.. ' ' . .. ' . 
1.2.1. ~ta.te dlagram ,representatlon of trel~Js ·coded~FSK. alg·nals 
I • ' .. ' ' 
By combining the state. diagram of the uncoded CPFSK ·.scheme . and . the .. · . . 
~tate diagram ora tr~llis ~Qde it is p~ible ~obtain a e~mbine~ ~ti.te diapai r~r . . 
trell~s coded CPFSK.sign_al~ . . This can be illust.rate~ by a 'si.mple~le.·. : 
I 
I 
I ' , . . ~ 
Consider (2, ' 1,, .1) ~odiog or ·. uaternary CPfS~ (or . h .) I 4, the gcn~al 
~ode~ ~r wbieb· ~ .. giveO. ~~ Fig. ~3.2 .· The iOCorm~tit scqucne~ is :;eoded by .;, •. , . 
' # ' • I 
r = 1/2 trellis code. The p~ir or out uts or the binar .co~o can· be mapped on to . . 
' . . '' .. \ ' . . 
' ' 
the S\t {:i::l; ±3} in 24 'differe~~ ways (20). Only. the naiural·binary mapping 
\. , ' 
.. 
I 
' •' ( ' 




' .t. ..~ . ' 





















. . Encoder 
I ' 
_.4 ,... out,pu~ . . 
·0 . a 
-
. . r 
I o· 1 • 
1 0 
1 1 
~ 0 0 --3 
. (2,1,1) 0 1 
-
-1 
1 0 ..:. +1 

























Fi~ure 3.2:,(2 , 1. l) trellis coding : of q~aternary CPFS.I<. 
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• ~Fig·.J.J: ~~llis : of (2,1 ,1)' code.~ · Fig.3.4: State diagram of. (2;1,1) code. 
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rule shown in Table 3.1 is considered. The operation of the encoder is - ~escribed . 
' I , : • . . 
. ,. . . . •\ . . . . ' 
by the trellis ·or'Fig. 3.3.: or the s~ate diagram of' Fig> 3.4 , where the transitions:. · · 
' ' t • ' • 4 I ' ~ • ' 
. ' . ' ' -, ' 
· ar~ l~belled with ·quaternary channel sym~ots · an E '{±1,±3}. l'he trellis·and the ~ ·. .· 
. ".,· . . . . . . . ' . . ., . 
,· . .. •\: . . . '• . ' . . . ' . ' .· : : . ' ' • . ' .. 
~~at'~ . diag~a~ -· o~ t~e u~co~e<t- q~atern~r~·· . CPFS~ scheme ~or _h . 1/4.~· - rr~m .. , .. . . 
·chapter 2, is reproJuc~~J'in Fig. 3.5. . · . . . :. · · . . . .. . · · ·. ; : ... '· 
. . . .,II • ' • . 
' .. . . 
.. ·. 
· .. · 
< 
' ' . 
The. process or (2, 1, 1)' .c.oding' or CPFSK gives rise· to 8 stat~s. These are · .. 
' ,· • . . . . 
J • 
the combin~tioris of two states or th-e tr~llis co.de andt four s~at~s or the CPF-~J(· ·· { .·· 
. . 
sig~al. Each· state or the combined ~tate diagram thu~ _consists · oC two p_arts: one, .. 
• 
· corresponding to the phase' of the CP_FSK signal; and the other,_- corresponding to 
the binary state o·r the codEt. ~n the com_bine~ state ·diagram shown in · Fig. 3.6 , ~ · . . _ 
there .are · ~o _ brancbes I_ea~.ing each state.: -_ But, _in the u_ncoded quaternary 
-· ' 
C~FSK there were four branches leaving each state.. lri other words the 
connectivft~ of the·CPFSK trellis has been reduced due· to-coding. 
' , · ---------- :_. _ , : '' - ' . 
. ·. ---...___ ,. , . . . - . . · . . 
' ' ' Irrespecti~e or how the trellis or. Fig/ 3:3 is labelled, 'that 'is, whether we 
fol~ow a binary mapping function or 
. I 
l ' 
not; the combined state diagr·am can be . 
... drawn, though we have to be careful to a.v~id catastrophic codes (-in terms or the 
. . , . • , : . . , . , I . . . . , , . . . 
state diagrar:n', a. code is catastrophic if . and only· if the state diagram contains a 
' . . . . . 
' . 
loop.oC.zero weight othe_r iha'u the selr~loop ~ro.un_i the-st~te S0 (13J). For a given . 
f ' - • ' . ' ' . \ ' ' ' ' • • 
, . binary code or memory 1, twenty four different trellis lab~llings ·ate possible.· The : 
' ,. 
· uncoded. CPFSK tr~llis, for ~ given M .an·d h, remains unchanged.' Tii~f.crorc 
"' .. ~ 
- .. 
• ! • 
.. 
. . 1 ~lto~etber 2~ di~Ceren·t :·combined s~at'e ~liagr.a,~ ar~ . pr~sent·. . T.1el~e J .thes~, . \ 
t ·' ·~ . · · ·· ho~·ever, ~an be ·obtai~d · si~pl~· b; ·inv~~ting. the. · t~elli9 .. 9r .the ·oth~~ hyel~c· by 
• • ' ' • ' "" · ' . ... • • 1 • • 
' .. 
. ' 
\ ' ' . . 
--~ ' 
"" ' 
iilter~hanging the .s~at~s 0 and~L . The.· ~~a.t.e diagram is· · alw~ys . ~~t~tionall~ . ; • · . . .. · 
' ,t 
symmetrical. '· > 
' ' 
t ..... . ,. \ ·t, 
·• 
' ' 
, o l ' 
· ' 
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Two .QC the combi~ed state diagrams ~egenerate into :two · ~eparate stat~ 
1 
. . . 
·. djagra~s, thereby isolating four .. states from.the ~ther (Qur. For (2, i, ·t). ~oding oC· : 
' . • . •. .. • ' • ' . . • . ~ ' . . l . \. ' • . 
. . quater~ary. (JPFSK this . OCC':lfS .when the: t,wo; self loops ot the trelli~ are. labelied 
· ·~ith .:_~ ·_and. +1~· How~ver·,·ror hi~h.e:r· ~~~ory .co:de~·,this· · .is n~t· al~ay~ .true.~·· An 
. . . ' . . . '· 
.. , .-. • ' 
' • , • • ' Doo 
. examp·l.e.· or degeriera~Y with a .(2, ·1·, g)', cod~ (Fig .. .'3.,7 )· and. q·u~t~rri~ry t .PFSk : . . 
I 
'· . \ 
. .. 
. . . 
.... 
... 
- . t.. . . ., .. 
. witb h.· : 1/4 'iS ~ve.n ~~ Fig. ·3.8 . . In U~i~ ·e~~ril~le,. the c~mbi~~·d st~~e di·a~;am'<.-: .. .. . 
. '• . . . . . . . . . . .... : . . .: :. · .. : "! . ,( . 
'has 16 ~ta:tes _an<l ~here . are two transitions leaving .. ·as .well as:· conve~ging· a't each .'. · 
. ~ 
state. Eigbt ·or the states are isolated from. the other eigh·t . state~.· ; · · 
· .hi .the ·M-ary case, the number <?f states in the ,combined· state · diagram 
. \ . . . . . . 
dep.ends upon the· roe~ory, m, or. t~e c~~e · and·' the.·deno.rninator ·or . t~e. ~~ .· •. 
vafued m9~ulation index h = pfq, where p .and q are ~elatively _. prirne numbers. 
' I o • \ 
. There are always q.2m states in tJl'e combined state di.agram: 
~ • I ' ' ' ' ' • ' \ ' ' • • , .. ' • ' ' ' • .,~ ' .~ • ' • ' • ~ 
In order · to eva,tiate the error performance. or the ab~ve. ·com~in~d coding 
. . . 
,• .. 
> · · .. ' ·and ~adulation scheme, the Viterbi . algori.thm needs to ·be . appHed to t.he . 
. . . . . . . 
• 
I 
I • • , o ' ' o ' o 
\ . 
. . . 
: .• • • 1· . 
:t~.:', I' • ., .. , :· • • 
combin~d trellis ~r the combin~d state 'diagra·m ·to . determine the . minimum free · 
. .. . .. . . 
. ' . . . . .{ .. . 
Eucli~ean .. distance' on "which tbJ probability· or error asymptotically depends at . . .. 
. . . . . ' . . • .. . 
high 'srffi. In this thesis. th,e. ~ini~um Cree Eucl.idean distance is ~i'r~pJy r.er~rred .. 
. :. tQ as .. the. mini~tirn E~clid.ean distance (MED} 0~·. the minimum.·distance;_ 'r·o~ . ~ • . 
.. giv.en CPFSK ·~~hemt ~~tim~l cod~· · ca~ be .ro.und by vary in~ the trel~is lab-~jling 
to maximize the MED. 
• I 
• # •• 
. ' . 
. . . 
" 
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· 3.2.2. Computer sea:rc;h for optt~al eodea 
A trellis c~de is optima~." :~t ·a. ce~t~i~ modu~ation ':index and for a giv1n 
. ' . . ' . - ./ ·' 
CPFSK . scheme, if it produces the -largest MED w.h~m used to code -the 
. . . . . . 
' ' . . 
. . ' J . ~ . . : ·' . . ' . 
· . in.f~rmat1on seque~c~. ·For small q;:v~lu~s and . codes . with small .mell)ory, it ~s 
. • t 





' 1. . 
distance. for t~ai path simply .bY examining tb~ state. diagr~m of. the cod~tl · s~~tem. . 
.... 
Con~id~r the code shown in F:ig. 3.9 in combination. with quntOrnk 
.;,-- CPFSK for h = 1/4 resulting in .the combined state .~iagram of Fig. 3.10 . This 
,. 




. . " 
.\ .. . 
\ , ,J \ 
ll ~ . 
' . 
: t · , 
0. .. 
code was found by Pizzi and Wilson to be the optim~l (2, 1,· 2) code for 
· quaternary CPFSK when h <·3/10 120) .. To fin~ the minimum distance fo~ this · 
-
j . 
scheme, as well as others, all possible pairs of" paths through t~e treHis have to be .. 
considered. rhe mi~imum distance. pat~·pair begins/ (rom a.-common stat~, 
, • f ' I - ' ' ' •' ' "' ' ' ' (J 
diverges· ~nd tr~verses through ·the trellis without enco.unterin.g any state at the 
. . ' ., .· · .
. \ . 
same time~ Alter_ a fini~mber of ~plit intervals it reme~ges at ~notber state. 
For the stat.e . diagram ·of Fig. 3.10 ,. t.he minimum distan~e path can be·. 
I 
. . 
found, .with .some effort. This consists of.·the cnannel symbols a. = I, 3, -3, 3, 
. • ·. -Ill . . . n . . 
• I . . 
-3, -1 and an =· -3, -3, 1_, -l, ·a, 3. It is shown in Fig. 3. _lOb • The min,im~,~ 
dist~nce paih begins at the state (~0, 1r). and ~nds at the ~tate (53, 3~r/~); . · The 
.. . state~ S0, 8 1 ,· ·~2~ and S4 o1C t?e trellis ~od'e could bay~: been labelle_d _in . bin~ry as 
. ' ' ', ...,., . 
well. ·. · 
' . . . . . 
(2.23) can be used to· calculate the minimum distance .of the· above path• pair . 
• • J ' • 
· for correlation detection. Then 
I ' o I' 
> 
\ ' ·' .. 
4. .• . 
.. ' . 
... ' 9 . ' ~ ' . ' 
., 
• 
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, d2 mi·: = 6- cos [ ~ { 4)) sin~ .( 1/2) -;- co~ [ ~ (6) -+; tr} .sine .(3/ 4) . 1.. 
. . 7r • • • 7r -
_; _cos I.'s (-~) + .Sw/2] sincJl/2)- cos [ 8 (4).+ 3i/2) s!Jlc (1/2) . 
• . 'lr· . . - • . 7r . • . . . . . . . 
-cos [ -(-6) + s·~r/~] sine (3/4) .- cos [- ('-4) + ~rJ sine (l/2l 8 ·. . . 8 .. 
_;::::: 6- 4~/~ · ...:.. 4/~r 
J , 
= 4.302 
~ ' ' . 
For ·phase detection also, the same path yields the minimum distance,.. l~ m.in for 
• • "1111 
phase detection is calculated usin~ (2.42). .. 
.. d2 . = 6- ~os (w - 0) -cos (3rr/2 .:- 1r) 
.man 
. -cos (311'/2- -<>)-cos (1r- ."/2)- cos (1r.- o)- cos l!U 
. . 
· ·{ = s.ooo·· . ·· · · 
~I .otber ~Jit~merge eventS· will bave .larger minifn~m distances than 4.302 lor ; 
. . . 
' 
. ·correlation detection and 5.000 "for ·phase detection. Clearly ·the ·. ~ini,mum · 
f( • : • ~ 
· distanc.e pat~ . can start a~ any or th~ . four states (S0, 0}, (S0, tr/2}, (S0, tr },· 
(S0, 37r/2~ ending at (S3, ~r/2), (S3, ,), (S3, 3rr/2), (S3, 0) respectively. B~cause of 
' ' . 
the. rotation·al symmetry of the state diagram it is surricient to consider path-pairs· 
starting at_ four states only, namely (S0, 0), '(S1, 0), .(S.2, 0}, and (S3; 0). 
. : . . . . . ' . . . 
Sig~ complementing 'the tr~nsitiorl l~belling5 or the trellis' leav~s the dis.tancc 
• t • • ·' - • 
· properties unchanged (20). For instance, the· . trelli~ of Fig. 3.ll: obtained by sign 
. . . . . 
. co~plenienting the transition labellings or the trellis of Fig. a.g I gives· rise to the 
- ' , 
combined state diagram~ pf Fig. 3.10 . Except ~or a rotational shi(t of the states 
I ' ' I t ' ' \ ' I 
. ·~ .so ' tO ', s 4' sl to s2, s2 to 83, ~nd s 4: to so, ib'~ ininim~·m:i distanc~ . path . is . 
. . ·. . . . . . . . . . . ' I 
. . ' 
. . . unchanged im4 tb~ minimum Euclidean ·di~tance is'p~.eserv.ed .. . : I • 
' \ . ' . . ' . . .· . 
· . . 
' ·~ 
. .... . . 
~~ ... ,~ ..  ~. 
' .. , 
. . 
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· . .. . : A second· eq~iyal~!i~ typ~· ~r ,treli~ occurs when :two ' t~elli~es- are · l~heiled so ( ·, · 










. . •,, . 
, ,tha,t · 'corhph!~.e~ta~i ·. ~ta.t~ · .an.d c~~ple~~n-ta~y · -bra·n~bes . · - ~~r~ ide~tlcally 
·. . ·• .. labe~·l~~ · "[;o_j: ._;·~or·~~i~~pi~ : th~ tr~t';i~~; .. s~own · in·· Fi~~· · ~;12a . a~~ ~i·g. · ·~;.~2~ . . a~ e.· ... :. ; 
· ·· eq~iv~l~ni~ : · TbiS '(;;ci 't; -~ us~lul in teducing :i.e\~~m~ef':r: ;relliSes, ~he~ · .··• 
:s.ea~cbing· for optimai cod~~.· · •. . .. .., 
, . 
. : -
, ·. /'~ 
. ;"" . ·. :'•. · : . . · · .. .An exhau~tive sear,ch (or optima:l codes involves an impraCtical number .or 
. . . ' . . . . .. . . ' t ···· 
trelli~es. In general for codes. or memory m, the .trell!s has 2m+ I branches anp the 
· numb:r of' possible "fiellis labe1lings ·with . M-ary symbol~ 'becomes M 2. Thus for 
0 ' • • • • • 
o I • 
0 
•f I , • ' , I 
combin~ion of-'memory 1 codes with oc.tal CPFSK there are {8 2) 2 :::i: 4096 codes " 
Cor· conside~ation. This difficulty .bas. bee~ overcome to a· certain · exte~t .by using 
. •' ~ 
• : 1 • r · . r " .. 
the following heuristic rules to reduce the number of trellises .searched: 
. . . 
... Aii chanbel symbolS should. occur with equal rrequen~y and ' wiih a rairt 
. · a:mou~"t or ~eglll~rity and sy~inetry [24) .. · 
~ , r 
. .. e S.igq complementing the trelliS labelli~gs ~.·well il.s ·inverting th.e trellis 
· · ' does not change .tbe distance properties. 'rherefore such equivalent 
trellises are coilsi~ered Qnly once (20). ~ 
• . . . . 
\ ~ The channel syhtbol. co.r/esponairig to the lowest tone is always 
assign~d to one or the twd self loops or th.e. state diagram or the cod~: 
I 
.. . 
A computer program was written to tind the minimum dlsta~ee or 
" quaternary ' and octal CP~SK sigila4J . wi~h diUe'rent trellis .. codes. The trellis 
. . . 
r • 
.search algorit&~'" .r~und .. "in (l~J ~aS use~ in .... the pro~~m. An ~xhaust{v~. searc~ · 
~'> w.as not" don..e iQ this study, instead, the tr.ellis codes· for. t&e search w~re chosen 
. • • ... ·.. • • --! ' . . • . 
• u~i~g· the beut~tic fuleSibt~ ab~~e: The ·~Ode helib •yucture w~ ~umtid\~ •. 
be ~r a linear b'if!ar~· code similar: tQ .thai· showiJ in Fig . . Q.g ... The trellis· searched.= .. 
I . 
. I • 
' . 
I • ' • • - • ' , ' I 
with oct~~: .CPFSK signals is given in S~~.;J.3.~. : ~Th~ cha~nei' . ~ynfb!Jls of each ~ ·• 
. . . .... ; . . ~ .·. . ( . ,·· . .. . . . ~I . . - I . 
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Figure 3.12: 
. I ... 
. ) 
~quivalent ·. trellis diagrams C?f (2, l, 2) codes. 
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I'\..'""" ' ' , , \,' > ' 
. . ' '\ . . ' I ·:· .. . f' I 
;· . . .I ' • f , "\ 1:1 
·' .. ,· ' ·· .. " ' . 
I • • '; ·, , I • • ~ ' .. , . .. , • ••• · ' . 
~ . .. ·-~-~·-~~.- .... - • ~_ ... ___ - -.- .··- - ·~·. :. -l .· ·\-..'~ --· _ · · · ; If', . -.... . ~. ~ - - . .'I ..... ' ;,_ · ~ .. ·~~ -~ , . : . ":;;:·~:· 
. " -. ... ...;_ .. , __ -- _-- _. · .... ~ -·-. ~---·~.· . -:-r · --- _-,·-.~- -=. :. .. ~.:~_<,_~=-\>::.: ___ ~/=- :_=-:.l_:.'-:~-~ -- ~----_-:_~ - ·~: ..~-~ ~ ·_ : · -~ . ::..~ --- -r:.-··, ·--:- '- ... ·~- ·. - . . - - . 
. 
.. ' . 
_ .. . 
. . 
I· ~ , . ·· ·. · . . · ·~ 83 . ~ · · · · . I . · , , ·- --
,.. , br~c~ o.r the tf~~:. in~ut ~o:tbO pr:~am. 1;:he ~;;~ce~ of a Pair:~. tr;llis, . . . . 
.J - \ .. . t ) . •. , . . . ' ~ -" Jl7] wAS used and \his ~~duce~ t~e co~ut.er e~.ecution \i~e considerfly. 
, ~,... • • . • .. .._ - ... ___ ·. • I ...... \ • "\,., ....S . 
T~~ _!.ttinim~m· .~ucJidean di~ta~c_~ -(~D) nnd the receJver 1elay . (N d) rre j . 
' ' ...., . . -, • ' I • , . 
'- ·. ·rou~d · ror the 'optimal cod~s. ·Receiver.delay -is · t.~ :t~~lli~ ~e~th/o~ a ~iven code, , ... 
' ::l 
. I 
.. . . 'whi~~ the al~o-~ithm sho~ld seiu<:h{ to .ensure. ti:,:at all unmcrgelpat_h-pairs ha~e .a "~  
. . : t .• •.• ._ la~ger distanc~· than.tbe'-mi~imum-·distance path-pa,!r (20). · The · naw. ~hart outline . 
',• .., •" ,·' , , f'\ : ' •, • • o • • , f • • • , , • • ', , · ', ., , • • • I \ .If" ':: • ,' ' • .. , • 
.. 
:. - ·_ : .. ot·t.he p.rogram is' shown in· Fig. .3.13. - · /." . · · .. ~, ·· ·~ · · • _.· ~ · 
• .. · . . : . : .... : : .\, · . · : ·• • .. : .. · : . ·· ; ': . . : '/ . _.' · . ". · , .· ·;,, ... I •. \ . ~ .: ... ,
:·,< ~ :· •· . 3~3~ . Trel~.i~ .~o-~e~ .. co~:bi~ed with· quaterriaxiy ~C~¥~K s~gnal.!l__ .: 
."' : ' 
' -
, ' ', • •\ • ' .. I ' •. , ' 
--· · This section·. cont·ahis . t.he numerical results· ~ - well as · ·a discussion -:- or.· 
. .. .. r ~ 1/2? J;~. 3, 4, ~rid 5 ·t~i!is c?di~~olqu:~rn~;~CPf~~ ~ign:~~ T~e · 
.· ·:· ~. : :-.: ·. ~ist~~:s .. ·r'ep~ried :·ar~ · ~o;~~iiz:~d wi.th. ·respe~i t~-: the. ~i~iRJu·m·! ·di~,t~~ce of. binary. 
. . · - ~- ·-- --· 
. ~ .. . · . ·P~K. :+ha.t ~ ~e~ns d2 ~·. · ··= -2.000. is ~onsidered :as th~ ,~efe;ence· poi~t and a.ll :· 
. . .•n . r . ~ • • " • ' • ' . • ~ . 
\ 
' . . 
. ~· .' ·. distan~e.s · are divid~d by 2E6. to ~~rive at the :~ormalize~ distances .. I ~ 
......... ....,. . 
'"~ . 
' ~- · · · 
: ."·:-...,. ' 
. 
. . 
- ·-- . 
. , , . . · , . I . . . ·. . · · 
: "~'' · .. . i ·: ·~· ·. ,:, I . . -. .. 
-~ -:.. · ·"'- ·· . . :: Th~ ;mhiim~~· Euclidean distance~ 1~·- ·r- : 1L2"m = '. t 1· 2, a·. trellis codes: : / . . c 
. -· ·. ' . . '' .· . . .. ' . . ·. . . . .... . . .. . . - ' . . . . ·.. , . . 
--- ~ .. . · .. ·combined, .' with · quater~ary ·CP.FS.K ' hav~ been ·_a~tained previou-sly, when· the · .. .. 
. . . ..· . . .. : . : ... . . : .. . . . ;' . \ . . . . ' . . .. ' , . .. .... .. . . 
. ' \ · ' recei;:er Consists~~ a £«l~r~latio~ .d:t0ct~ followed b~ ~t~ellis d0code~ {i~, 16! ~OJ., _, ~ 
.. . _ ·_) ·These· ~re· extended· to ·Ionge~ memory ' codes of m = .4,- 5. ·' More : 
<~ . ·, . . : \~porta~~ly,:~p~i~~~~;;~~i~ · ~o~~~ ~re ~e~al~ait.-r~r · .. ~··p~~~ de~ecto·r ·t~llowe~ ~y.;·_~ ~~ . . 
. . . .·· r • '- . . . ~~- ' . , ' .: tr:U~ dec~,der . •. Op~i(nl>! cod~s;ofme~ry~p\~ ~ ~re searohed lor, in. ~(,njunc~i~n. . ·. . • 
· · ~ · · w1th . ~~e . ~.~tter:_. ~ecelVe'l' _ and the ·~I? compared: w1_th those:or· ~orrelatl?D re.ce1ve.r • .. 
·.·.. . . . .. i~ · t~e :·:sm~lf ._h. r~gibn.· · 'Sm~Ir· ~~ · .meb s thos.e ~alue~ · ·:~~ -~~~ulaii~~ _.,index' ·. ··· · .~. 





: :: ( h :s; ·'1/ M, where M is t~e :order or the sigrialing scheme: · rar quaternary·cp_r~K : . · .· · .· ... 
. ·. ~~- . - ' ~ . '.· .. -. . ' . . \ . . . . 
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... . . . . . . I .. 
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piiase deteetion.{) This does not reflect· any discontinuities. 
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The com~ined ~tat~. .. { 
. . 
. . . 
diagram for this code at h = ~-/3 ~ shown i~/ Fig. 3.1~.' The trellis does not 
• \ I 
degene~.~t~~-·~_nd t~e mi~imum . dis~ance is prese;hd at ,3.00. H?wev~,."the decode~ 
memory required a~ound h_=l/3'1s ~creased/ r•~!dly. When' h eqUals 8/25, Nd 
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. . ,..... • • • •'Jt I , • • • • 1 
c6ding. gai~s . achie~ed . ih each case, ro~ so~ ~~dulation'.indices,· . ~h~n ~~mp~~~d ,. 
. . . . f . . . . . . . 
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State diagra~ . at h =l/7 and 2/7 ::elwn· in Fig~ 3:22 · nnd Fig. 3.23 · 
, respe~tiv~~Y· From \he ~b~ve~;~, ~le~rly there is no dege~eiacy at th~se t\\~~ • 
· mo~tion indi_ce5, but the minimum distance at these points, is re~uced. -This is 
• ·• • • , . . ... I 
due to t_he short .n:-erging events shown in Fig. 3;22b. and 'Fig. 3.2;Jb I and .the 
• ?.. ·' 
. minimum distance· merging·-pa:ths-are identical in · this case for phase· d.ete_cti~n and 
I ' o I • , I 0 • , t • ~ ' 
' • t , • • • ' • .. 
correlation detection . . There are oth~r ·po~·ts s~ch 8S h =:= 1_/'5, ~/5 ~here merging . 
~ ""' ' 
level is, again: three; but·,. unlike at h = '1/t -and .2/7 . the ~edu~tio~ . in mini~l\lm . \ 
.. ~, . d~s~ance~is g.ad~al.; PrOsu~~~ly ihe heiUs does n?t:Aiigen:i~· at .. ·;hese·: pOinis ~. \ : 
... ·. .. ettb~r. ' t ·· ·\ · · •. · · · ·7 . . : · · · 
.. . : . ... 
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·For correlation detection, when .the. optimal ·small h. ·code is used,; sh.ortt!r· .. 
• •• • , • '. • .. . • ' • • • •• • • ~ ••• • .. - . "• • < l ~ . . .. . . . : •·• : . • ·. . ' 
--~ ~ergin~ . i!: · obse~ve~ a~ -t~ree 'leve~- ~~~n _. h ·< -~t7: :1/a_~. an~· 2i~;· :~-~- - ~1_1. -~~he! ~· _:'_.·. 
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~~oilits (h "~:(ij2),th~ niini'm~m dist~nc~ ·m~rge ;~~~nt length i:l 'eit~e~ 4_.o~r. 6 ~nd · . 
.· 
- ~,,:· . . . ' . . . . ( .. : . . . 
th~;~ me.r.gin~ e~e~ts can· be obtained b~ drawi~g the ~o~bined :stat~· di~g~am~1 J~ ._.. h, ~ • ' • I , \ • I • 
Fig._: 3~24 ,, the combined. stat~ di_agi'am ~nd . th.e .-·correspondio~ minimum· di~tanc~ 
' ._ . ' D • olt ' • ' I • ' • • • ' • • ' : 
. . ~ Qlerge event for .h = l/3 are ~ra~n. · Ho~~v~r, the opt~·· -c~de at h = 1/3 is 
I 
·different from the optimal 'code. for small., h. This· optimal" code i~ shdwn ·in 
~ .· . . . ' ~ . . . .. ~ . 
Fig . . 3_.25a: .wit~ -the correspon<Jing·combined stat~ diagra~ in Fig; ;J.25b ~- . · ·. ·. 
o • • • ' o • ' ' ' ' ' • • ' • o \ I o ~ - o I 
I ' f • 
. . Referri~g to Fig~-,.· ~.21 , w~~ ~be .: t~b ;recei~er·s. -~ith the. ·optimal ·c~de·. ro·r· .. : . 
'. 4 . . . . ~ .· . ·, . . : . . : . . . ·.· · . 
, · small . h wet~ ~om pared, it is f~unl th~t below· h i.... · 4/ lS, pha8e det~cti~n gives 
' . . ' . . ' . . ' . 
. __ ........ ,_ 
larger. minimum·· distances than" correlation detection. Above h.~ 4/iS, the la~tcr .. 
.. . . --~ . " '. 
' 
· · · r.eeeiver yields·. larger 
. beyQnd .. h .:.._ 1/4 are 
. . 
"' .- ~ -- ............. . • t .. ~ 
minimum· · distarlce8; though the coding·~gaiils. ac~iev~d · . 
. .. . . . ·, . . : . . ~- . . . ·~ - .' . 
unattractive when ·considering the . e~pansion ·in the 
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. d~in= .3_- cos(Zif'i~) : - cos(2n/3). co.s(O) := ·3.000'. 
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Figu·re 3.24: (2, 1, 2)_ 'coding: of quaternary CPFSK' for · h='l/3 •. · ·(a). Optimal · 
' I trellis code,fo'r small .h. : (b) Combined . state d~ag_ram. 
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Figure 3.25: (2, 1, 2) ~?ding· o~ quat~rnary CPFSK for ·h=1/3 • . (a) Optimal 
trellis code for: 11=1/3. · (b) Combined state diagram. 
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!able 3. 5: Coding gain of ( i, 1 , .2) coded quaternary CPFSK& .·. 
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3.3.3. (2, 1; a.) coAng or q~aterJ\&r)' CPFSK signals .. -~ 
· ~e 3.6 s\lols th~ larg:t .~inimum d~t.~~ o~~ained ~or (2, 1, 3) ~o~ed _ 
quaternary. CPFSK s1~als. · In F1g. · ~3.27 , mm1mu~ diStance 1s plotted agamst 
.\~ , r · 
modulation. i~de~, ·h, f<;>r ph~e detec.tion and co~relation detectio~ the optimal . 
"') . 
I (~ 1~ 3) code of Fig. 3J26 .. 
' 
' . I 
. . " I . <?pti~al c.~de~ f~ co~rela.tio.n .detection · ar~_-. c~~sider~d first . .. At . ~ . 1/16,. 
J ' .• 
botb.jh~ trelliSes show~ in Fig . . 3.2a . giv~ ·a. distance or 0.476' and the decoder --
··- l!<.t~y req~~=.j ar~ ui' jd 20 ~;,.p~ctiV~tY. Thus ther ~e eq~allygood :odes. At -
• . . . . .. . . . - . I... . . ·. . . . , . . . . """ 
. : h = J~ anci h . . 1'6 tie ~am~ two. ~rO!lis labeilings prod u~e~ : optimal dista~·ce~ i . . . . 
of 1.764 an4 .2 .. 900 re$p~ct1vely. At h.= 1/6 both c9d~s, re,qutred a delay of 18 ' · · 
'. w~ile at h .:,. 1/ll; tbe d.l.;~er .iet~Y.• w'~re ui and. 20 ~rpectiv~iy. For all oth~; . · ___.., 
· , ~in~ll - h' ~·~tue~; ~h~se : twl ~odes r~u-lted iri the s~~e dist.ance,· ·but the d~coder .· .-.-: · · 
'•lay r~quir.J .tor tl•e · n:9~• of Fig .. 3:26~ Was less. t~••. t....:t tor the other' code. : 
. I .. . .· r.~ 
Therefore the trellis 0 • .. . 3.26a is optimal for correlation detection: I lt ' is :.· ' J • • 
, . I ".l:! • • • ' 
possible to ·obtain equival1~nt optimai ·~odes ·lzy .. time-r~versing the r~gister-adder 
. I - - - - . . . . 
connections [14, '20}:' 1. 
i - . 
I • . 
For ~in.all .. 'h; · U~e: trel1~is of Fig. 3.'26a ··w~· ~al. l~r phase·. detecti~~- t~. 
T.h~~ for ~~II h .we ha.v~ 'the s~me 9Pti~·~r ~od~ r~: ~.types of detecti~ri. H~re 
. . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·t.oo. there a.r·e other .trellis l~betiiilgs·, obtain&tble. by ·c~ao~ng. the m·apping r.ule and 
. . ,__ . . 
tim~revers~l · ~'e gene;ator . connections 120}, ~hich prove 1f? b~ · of. eq~al ,• 
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"" Table 3.6: Largest · minimum ~{stances of• (2, 1, 3) coded 
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quater~~ry CPFSK signalS, the -~inirpum E~~lidean .. 4istimce is' a monoto~e:J . ~ 
• • • I ~· • • ' • : f I • .. _ 
109 
-
~ ' I 
Cor -~orrel.atio~. detection 9f -(2, 1, V trellis co~ed. 1 ' / 
,, " . 
o .. ' r• 
. : . ':". •\ •' 
. ·>·~ 
~ · .:·: · 
. . . . 
··,'~ 
· .. . 
. \""' .· 
incre'asi-ng fyncti.on . or h, up to 6 ~ -13/50 llqp ,at h = 2/7 it -reduc~: io: ··4.007, ' . 
• • Qo • ... • ... ·' - • • ·~ ·~ • • 
. . .... ~ . 
~ ., 
. . . 
~ corresponding to a ininimu':'l dist-ance ~erging -event of .length four. Fon1ph~e . ~ · · .. .• 
. ~ .... ,. .. . . .. ~ 
~.;.:;~:~ . detectiolf, . th~ ~minimum Euclidean~ ~i~ta~ce. \no~otonically increases until 
£{~.r$;~~~  o; I oo .... \. ~~;:"~?}(• · h_ ~ 19/109, 'and at -n = 1/'5 t~e . dist'~n~e .  r~duces t<! · 4.300. The minimum. 
;;~: ,._. • . ~· : . v .. . di~·tan~e me.ging leve~ a~ h = tJ5 is fou.~: 'R~d ustions i~ -the' minimum -dis~a:~ce., 
·• : . • ... · · t si~ilir: to tbese. occu'; ~~ ~ . 2/; :Od r:-f1f.~~~\it~ !: ;borter'!nerginl'i ~:eiu,~~~ 
· .. ·. ":.: . :· ·' \: ; .. ~~~,'~.J~~r. :Neig~~oUring _.,.;;.~ of •fJkf:~;.. n;odulati~n indioe;\ .. ~w i~ ... 
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- -'o~ly at h ~ 1~5~. 2/7 and 1/3 (li < ~/2). By ~.ra~~~ the 'state- . di~gr!~ or the 
4 . • 
. I . 
. • ' I 
.. . . CQded CPFSK scheme it could have been~ possible to identify these merging paths. 
. . . . . .,.. 
8ut the st~~e diagram for ~ - 3 and q .· 7' c.onsi~ts .or s6·" dirrerent states, which 
. -. . . . .,~·\. . \ 
makes· it i~p~:acticable Cor drawing. · · ·- -~·:i:~. . ~ . ., ,. '~. . ·. 
; . . 
J -. ' 
• B'otb types · .. ~r ·detection ~esults m mQno~one jncreasing distances 'up to' 
l . 
' . .. . . . .. ' ··;' .: . . 
·h ~ J0/100. This monotone nature implies that the same·· me~ging path-pair gives 
. ~ ~ . 
· the Jninimum- dist.ance ror small h !20) ... More importantly, ·ror h 5;·2/!, JthasF 
. . 
· det'~ction yields . .larget ~inimum 'distances .. than correlatioB'det~ction. .Coding 
· II 
. .. '\, 
. ,. . ·. gai~s ac~ieved' in eacft 'case ror some modulation indic~s is given in Table 3.7 • 
• ... •.J~ I ' I • 0 • • " 
1 t , • 
. . 
·AS; be~ore, t.be d~ values are computed with' respe~ to_ th·e unc.Q<l_ed qua'ternll~y 
. ; ·. 
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Table l.7: Coding gain·of (2~ 1, 3) coded quaternary CPFSK 
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' ·. 
over ·uncoded quaternary CPFSK at same h • . 
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A search for g<;><>d ~odes· ~esulted i!l the trell~ .or_ f}'g. 3.2~ as tire.. best for u ~ 
small 'h ~ith ph4~ d~ieCtion. The simi~ c~de ,;,;. ·~~ to~ be. op(i.;,al · · . .. 
· with correl~ti9n d~tection (i4}. .The large~t 'minimum dis.ta.nce for sdm~· h ~~lu~s ·. · . 
. of (21 11 4l .co~in·g ~f q~~tern~ry ~PFSI( sig~~ls iS tao~late~ ;~ble. a.'s ... 
• . . . ~ . . I 
. " . ~ f , . - . 
. 
.. 
. ·' ~ . 
.. ... 
~ .. . , 
.. ,, 
In F"ig. 3.29 I the minim.um 'dis~an~.e agains~ mo.dulatirin _index_;'h is. plotted . : . . ... 
for c~rrel~~ion 'detection a~d . ph.ase aei~cti~~. The·:.m~m;num .:Euclid~~n distan~~ : . . ··. .. ·.; . :.; 
'· .. .. ·!· :·. .· ... · . . . · · - :.'. . .• . ~ ... · . ·:. . · .. ·· . . ' .:"· ·~: ·,. · 
, ~or_ corr.~ljltion· det~cti?n ~ i1;1e~c~es · m~notonically .. up.· to i /i ~ 43_/.50; :. h:ow~ver 1 · .: · . ~· . • .·; . : ·~ '.: . .... ..• .' .. 
' .., ' • ' • · ' • • I I • ' ' ·, .· : : ' . • ' '' ., :. . • • ·, ' . . ·: ~·: • • :~ ' ,_. ~ .. '' r-',' t-: • I 'Y ', 
.. ~ro·u.nl h :..:.11~-~ tli;'ere is.. a: -:s(ight. reduc'tion i'n. the.-ml~i~um ·.d.istan·c.~.·du~ ·to .. . a'· .· · · .. :· ,. · ·:::··.: 
. • e ,. '~ ' ~ • • I • •• • • I '",. ' • ; ' ' : ' • ' • 11 ' • ,; •' ~ o :: • \' • • ' • • : : • • ' ' • ', ' ', • ' • ., :. '~ • , ' • • .. • ' ~· • • \.I ' ~ ,! I ' •' • •,• • 
: :. : "'·· . . ."shorter :riler~Jt·g. e~~iit:.of ·l~·ngth ·~i~~ .. -7'Beyqnd ·h = .i_a;so· t~ .trii~inlu·~ di~·ta~:~~ · is·: -~ ---·.··: : .. < ·:·: .:~·; -;. ~ 
- '" . . · ":·. f _:.-~: ·:.~·. ·_·: .. .:__::·. ;. .: · .. ~ ... :·' .. ; .. :-_ ~- : . :: .. ; : ..... ~ .. •. ;_ . . . . . ~ ..... ~ · · .... ·-~· · ·: .. ·. ·.·: .. : ; ..... . :-.. ~ ~-. ::;. ·· .. : .. · .. :-::·: 




00::,=· 00 \_ 0 ,• •' :' ','' •• 0 ~~·, • ... • • • . :· • 0 , " '• ~ -~: \ 0 0 ,,•', :,' .. .. ; 0 , :''' , •: : o, .a. 0 : ._ ,:~,' ~ •\ '", • I ) o ' .•: ~ '·,. O 11 °0 0: ~.,: .. •~' ;;'I' f l 
·. · .. ·.·.·:·: .·~ .; .:..;·.·: ·;·. · · .. . . · nio~e~tar~ :?te~~~iJ.~~ - in :'d~~iri is. -~~·nected .d~~··:~o, :s~orter ... ~~ jg·i~~· ·e~\~~.ts :or ·:~~~j~h .·: · .··:· < ..' ::· ·;_ ;:. ~:::~~ 
... -.':/ :: .. " .. (~~ : .... · · .-~ · ~ ' · .nv~~ _ th_~ co~r~spondin~ diSt~nce~ ·b.eing _4.473 a~d 4.20~. ·-~~r P.~.as~ .d_et~~~io·n ·.th~~e;. :. · :: . . /~ :_. ·· 
. .. ~, ··.:·,: ., · · .... . ,~ t, .· , • ' ·, ' .. , ' • ' .• · : 1 '. .. .' "' ' • • · \ · - • ' , f:.. '\ ' . I 
,. · : is ·a . mo~ot~ne mcreasing cutv·e ;y,:hen the . mo<t}llation :_i~·~e.x ~ ·h ."<)/.5. At · : ·. .. · :~ ... : >. : 
~· . • ' ' ' • • 1..., .... ,.· • • • • ' • _ , _ • • : • •• •• ··,· : - •• · ~ ,·, ·# ' • • ~"· ·~·-· 
: .'.· . . , ... ·. . h.= 1/51' 2f7 1 ' ~J?..~: 1/3 ~Ue tO S~()rter merging events O( length; five the miDlffiWp : _'.. .... .  . · .. :· :· 
. . . ' . . . .. ·.' . . .. . . . . ..· , . ·.. . •, .. ,. \ 
•: . . ·distance 'reduces · .. tQ ·s.ooo, · ~.5ss; and ·a;ooo resp~ct.ively .. For ail.h < 1/4 :the .-·:.... . ... ·.- · .. 
~ ' . . . .. .. ..... ·. . ' . . . I . . .. . ,i • - 0 I • • , , · • 
' ..... 
J • • • 
: • 1 : .' 
. . · · usual ~iriimuin dista:nc.e m~~iing event is df l~ngth: . eight~ ·Furtherm~~r~~ .. pha.cie .. · . . ,; .·. -~--· <:·.:: 
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Table 3.8: Larg~~t minimumdist.a'nc~~ ·of (2 , I, 4') coded 
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· Table 3.9: Coding gains of (2, 1, .. 4) coded quaternary GPFSK 










d\ /2Eb m n · · (dB) .. (coded) 
Correlation· 
' 
· Pha~e ; 
I 




(uncoded.) h ... detetttori . . detecti<?n ·. 
1 : 




1/40 ... 0 016 ~.so 9.26 . ' ; : .. 
: : 
... 1/1,6 











.1/8 Q.399 ·1 .1i 8.58 
: 
' )/7 0.516 7.04 8.41 
: 
' 
1/6 ' 0.692 . 6.91 8.n . 
~ 
3/16 0.863 . 6.79 · 7.85 
1/5 0. ~T':r'' . : '6.5~ 7.11 
' 
'· 6.45 ) . 2/9 1.179 . 6-88 
-
·-~· · . 6 .82'. ' 1.454 . 6.26 ' 
. 
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.. , ' 
,.· . ·~ . . 
' . '~~ : 
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3.3.6. (2, 1, 6) coding or quaternary CPFSK. slg~als 
. . 
Th~ optimal code for (2, ·1, 5) coding of quaternary CPFSK is sl!~Yln in· 
Fig. 3.30. In this case, a complete ~earch of all the best trelli~ Jabellings was not · 
done. Therefore there may be other codes_ better tha~ this. The above·.code was • 
fo~nd to be the ~est for correlation detection an~ ~-base detection. .~evh,eless 
at a few. modulation indices· within the ~mall h region, such ash= 3/16 and 1/4 
' I 
J th~ code shown in· Fig. 3.31 was optimum· for phas~· detection. This code ;an be 
obtainedlif,_.changing t~e mapping rule of 'Fig. 3.30 to that given in .fig. 3.31 with 




... . ' . . . 
Table 3.10 ~ve~ th~ largest ~inimum distances ~chieved· by (2,' 1, &) coding 
. ... . .. 
or quaternary CPFSK •. . rhe performance .of the coded system wjth the optiinal 
. ' ' .... . . . ~ . ' . . ' . . . 
e'ode for· ·small h is compa~ed for correlation detection ~nd phase 'detection · as .. 
shown in Fig .. 3~32. · For ~ < 1/~ ph~e detection yields l.arger ~inimuni distan~es. 
tht~:n for c~rrelation detection. ' Table·3.fl is a Jist of coding gains achi~~ed · by th.e 
.optimal code as shown· in Fig. 3.30. ·, · 
.. 
· ~e. Summary ~~lnlmu~. dlsta~ces for phase ~~tectlon or c~ded ~ ~ «;.;~ • . . ' 
. . ..... ) ... , . ' . 
. quaternary CPFSK 'ignaJs · · 
the minimum di~tarices for ph~e detection of 
on~er memory codes produ'ce larger minimum 
distances. However, when h ·· 1/4 the· minimum distance paths for m = 4 and 
m ~ 5 are identical, resulting .in . th~ ':same minimum di!tance. • A.iso; ihe 
compfexity or ihe trellis decoder is proportional to ~ ~he number tir 'stat,es in th'e 
.. . . . 
trellis. Due t_o .the Jarge ~umber of ~tates involved in lobger .me~ory ~~~gth .. codes, . 
' • f ' ' . • . • ' • 
·, I , 
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t'ligure -3.30: Optimal (2, 1, -5) code for trellis coded quaternary CPFSK 
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·Table 3.10 : Lar.gest minimum distances of .(2, 1·, 5) co.ded 
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Table 3,11: Coding gains of (2, 1, 5) _coded quaternaryACPFSK 
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·detection detection · 
7.69 9~63 
7~53 9.41 
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Modul~~ . '1. . . -: d, . i2Eb (coded) 
. i m1n f \: ' . 
Index X!· .. ;, h _(2, 1 t 1) 2) (2, 1 , 3) (2_, 1, 4) ' (2 t 1 , 5) ·'. - • - .. , 







0~369 0.662 a. 738\ · . O.Bl4 O.B90 





1/10 . . 1.573 1.764 2 .146• 
-------~ . 
1/8 
- . 1.293. 2.293 i.586 -2.879· 3.172 . . 
1/7 1.5'19 2.445 3,198 . 3~575· 3.Y52 \ 
, t.ooo 1/6 2.000 1 . 3.500. _._ 4.500 5.000 
3/16- 2. 3~4.. > 3."566 4.649 . 5.266 ,..s~ 73Y 
' .. 
l/5 " 2.500 3.618" 4.309 's.ooo_ .,5:691 
'. 
. I . 
7/9 2.766 4.347 5.049 5.751 '6.453 . 
..... .. . 
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• 1 •. 
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•I • I 
' . 
.1 2 2 
.. 
these co~es are practical only ~hen the denominator ~r the modul~tion index is 
'sm'alL In· the small ·h· region, for quaternary CPFSK, the denominator of- the 
. . ... ··· ' ' . . 
.rational v~lued modulatio'n i.ndex (h = pfq) is least when h = 1/4, ·.maki-ng the 
total nurnber·of states for (2, l, 4) and ·(z, 1,.5) coding 64 and 128 respectively. 
I ,, This makes the trellis decoder very .colJ.lplex . 
3.4. T~ellis codes combined ~ith octal 1CPFSK signals 
., 
In this section the distance properties of (3, _2, m) coded octal CPFSK signals 




are ~on_sidered." Tf.e g~.t~raJ ·mo~el of ~J!e comrrnin
1
ication system was ~ive.n in 
< . F·ii.-at 1. W:hen octal' .CP.FSK is ~sed· rn .the modulator,' 'the ,infor~ation sequenc~ 
. h.as. t_(; b~ ··e~c~de~ by.. a. r~t~ :2/3 ° t~elii~· en~~der. Th~ :ou~p.ut .·. or the encoder 
tonsis.ts"~f. ttire~bit coded . hlnary symbols. Blo~ks of these binary svmbok.are 
. ; : ·- .. · .... _..:. ' • . 
mQ.pped o~ to· the ~c~al ·alpha~et. 0 {±1, ±3, ±5, ±7}~~ channe~ :.~YQlbols ·an 
0 ' • 
0 
... 
chosen from the above set.are then fed to the CPFSK modulator whicb produces 
· the ~ransmiued _sii!oal. Again a~ A ~GN ebaDoel is ~sume~. . • • ·L. ..;,. , 
The eo~bined ~ta;e diagram of trellis coded ·octal CPFSK signals c~of 
0 0 
q.2m states, wh~re q is' the denominator of· the modulation index h ( = p/ q) . and m 
is the me~ory of the tr.ellis code. For rate 2i~ . coding, t~e number tf branches 
' . . 
• 0 • 
· per state in the trellis i.s four. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3~33, for (3, 2, 1)· qodes 
t.hcre are parallel. branches in the trellis, anW'only one trellis structure is pos5ible. · 
For (3., 2, 2) codes there can be two po~sible trellis structures ·as shown in 
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·. J igtAe.·3. 34: Tr~llis structures fo'r (3, 2, 2) cod~s:; 
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3,35: ·Trellis of uncoded. octal CPFSK for h•l/S. 
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he uncoded octal CPFSK scheme for . a given modulntion 
q di.rf~rent states. Fig. 3.35 gfves t~e. ·un~oded. trelll!i ~r 6etnl 
. . ; • . ·~ t. • • • 
~ , . . . 
CPFSK (or .h ·= 1/8 . . There are eight transitions ·rr9m each state·· to stntes or ·the 
- ' • o I ' 





next· l~v.~l: Eac·h or' these transitions wrresponds to ~n od.ttl s)~ m~o!' a , seh~~tc~ 
: . .. v ... , • • . . . • ~ ' '' ... 
J ' 
. fromtheoset (t:l,.±3, :±;5,. :!;7} .·. . 
l I 
• .. \ \ 0 • ' 
· .. A computer . ~earch fot. the. l)est . .'treilis l~belli~gs: .. ~ith .. phase detection 'and .. · 
' ' ' - . . ) . _.. ', . ' ' 
,. 
' . 
. . ~·· 
·. ,. . .· · :~•.•llis'"~ .;~d;J~ waS -~~rri.~d • o~ t . ioJ s111all ~ ••l.ues • . For '( 3, ~ ; l) ~od~~::.~-~;fti~.. . . · ·  · · ·. . .. 
. ' • ·' stt·u.~tu~.e-of Fig. ;J.~~ w~ u·s~~ in ~t~e ; s~arch, \vhile ~h~ · i~ellis : dl~grafil~ (:'?n~i~ting . · . .' .. 
~; .. ·.~·:.' . . : ·· . ·,· .. ,.: ~- ' .~· . . ·.,:·~ ... .. · .... . ·. ~ ···,·"'· . .... . . ....... :,.·. · .. · ~~ . . · . ~:y . 
:.·::- :; · . _ ... : ·., :: .. ,_~ .. · . • ·::.' · .~~r ... · J>.~i~s .. pf - ·~~r_all~l'br~·?.c~~~;.' b'etwe~~ .st:tes :-w~te.~:.u~e~ · J~r . .(~~; 2, · 2.) }~~\,:.a·~tt~ . ·. ·.:. ~-. ·.· _· . ·:~ .. : 
. ·. . . . • ,. . -v' ~- ~ • , . . • ~ • . . • . • . , • • • v .. • • ' • • ; • . • . • • • ' • . . • " • • 
·.  .· <.· . : ~ .··. :· ,,.. . · .. '· ·:. (3,· 2; · 3). c·o~.es ... The. numerical.resuUs' .. are. presented ~n the follo~ing section~. · · · .: • . · .. · · ·; .. . 
.. :·::-.'··_. ·;._·:·::·.:;\'J .. ::·:: :~~--:·_ .. ,:. : ·~\·.· .. · .. · .. _.: , : ·<. ' ;~ ~~ .· .'· ... .. . · ·. r· __ :_ ·· . : _ · ~: •. ·: .· · · ~ ·· .• . · ~. · .· .,:· • 
. ··:. '. ..: ." ~\ ,.··. ~~4.ii {~; 2~· .lr'-~od'lng_~r octal CPFSK 'slgn~ls . . 4 
. .. . • -~ ~-:· ... ..,.· :·. . . :' . .. : ·: -. ,·:. . .: . •.r. • . ·, ', : . . ' . . •. : . ..... ·-. · .... _: . · ~. ' 
: .. . > . · · .... ,. . ·'· ·· • Th~: optiina:f"code.·for · phase detection <?~ (3,· 2, 1) coded octal CP~S~ signp.ls • ' 
•' • •' • ' ' r, ' ' , J : 
. •, 
· · -~ . with\~rriaiJ.mod!Jlatlo~ · indi~sis .. giyen .-in F_ig. 3.~6a. This ·is only. 'one ~or· tl1e 
' • ' - •• ' • . .. · -.- • ~ • ~- "' • .. . ,. . ' • • II' • • ~ 0 : • ... '.. • •• ~ .. : ~. 9 
·:, . ~q-uivale_r:tt trellis. :J~be~lingsAh'at is po~sibl~. ,In ~ther W<;>r~'·· ~h.ere ~,an be. more - · ' 
·: • . . . ,'·~~in o~ opti!Jl~L~od,e for a giv~~ me(llorr, l~ngth ~t ~ach ~odulationiJdeX< fh_e · . .. ~ ' 
. " · ..· .· 'treilis aboye_ ~ ~.rou.nd . to .. be. optimat:for s·mall.h in~~·orijun~tion,:. with. a. ·c6:r.relat.iop · · ·· ~ ·. ~, 
. f. ~ ' .·· . . . --. ' ~ ' ~· . . ' . ., . . ' . ~· '._ . ' ' ', · .. ·. . . . . . . . ' ' • • ' ., . . • . '. 
~- ·'.... . . . receiver.· t~o . [i4} .. : Wi~h t~is po<1te, the. minimun(tlist~n·c·e rnergi.ng. o~c·ured a~ Jc~cl . . . 
-~,· . ·.. . .. . ...,_ . .". . .th;ee r~~ ~i1 s~\. ;l 4:!'t{ ·.<· .. · _: ·· .J :--·. ·. ·. · · . ·. ~:- : . -· : · ·_ · · · · ·> 
. ·.•. . . ' ' . ,. ·~ '\ v·alue,.... . '. .. . . . .· , . 
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~· Fi:gur«r 3~3"6:, Opt'imal (3, .. 2, l)_'code for octal 'CPFS·K with small h • 
·.. . . ' . ,' . 
:. 
'· 
· . . 
(b) · Implementation using G conv.olu.t ional 
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Table 3 .1.3: l.:ugest minimum distances of (3, 2, 1) coded . 
octa~ CPFSK for small h. 
' 
• 
Modulation d·~1/2Eb ' . . • 
I " 
· Index 
Cor.relatiQn .' Phase 
h 
• 




• 1/2~ . 0.167 . 0 .. 310 • . '










1/18 Q.318 ; 0.589 ' I .• 
. 
-
. ' . 
- · 1/15 : 0.454 . 0.835 I 
. 
2/23 o-.756 f 1.371 
l 
1/10 \ 0.983 1·. 764 
\ 
' • 
' 2/19. ' 1.,081 1.931 ....... 
\ 
1/9 p \ 1.194 2.121 
I 
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Phtlle detect um 
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Table 3.l4:Coding gain of (j, 2, 1) coded octal CP.FSK 
. 






71ation ., (dB) (coded) 
d J. /2Eb 
. Inde~ · : m1n 
· (uncoded) 'Correlation. I Phase 
' 
. h . , \ < oetection detection 
' < 
..- .. . ! . : 
'I 1/25. 0.094 2.50 5.18 
' . 






1/18 0.181 . 2.45 5.12 
1/15 0.259 2.44 . 5.08 I 
-; . 





i/10 0.573 2.34 .. 4.88 •' 
; 2/19 0 .• 633 2.32 . . 4.84 
I 
1/9 0 •. 702· 2.31 - 4.80'· 
1/8 
. 













. . .. 
' < ' 






larger minimum dist~~ces than correlation detection. The coding gains achieved 
... . 
) 
.. . . 
by the optimal code, when. compared with. the uncoded octal ~PFSK, i!; given in 
Table 3.14. 
·. 
3.4.2. (3, 2, 2) coding of oetal CPFSK signals_ 
Fig. 3.38a shows tbe optimal trellis for pl1ase detection of (3, 2, 2) coded 
' 
octal CPFSK signals in the sqtall h. region. This trellis is optimal for correlation 
detec.tion as well (H). .. The ~mplementation of the ,optimal code using a 
: ' ' ~~nvolutional .•. ~n~oder . and . the ~~t~ral . binary mapping i~Ie . are giv.en in . --~ ..--
__.-/ 
Fig. 3.38b, With ~he (~, 2, 2) code of Fii. 3.38, th.e~ minimum. dist~nce .merging . 
. ' 
occurs at level four · f9r all h < lj8. 
' # 
. Tabie 3.1~ gives .the exact: values or minimum distan~es obtained with · ·th~ · 
best (3,. 2, ~! cod~. Fig. ~.3Q . ~h~the . variation · of minimum distance with · 
modulatiOn mdex h, for correlat10\ detectiOn ·and phase detection, Again it is 
. ' ·. \. 
. cv·ident that for h < 1/8. phase detection yields larger minimum distances than · 
' ·' 
' ·correlati<?Jt detection. ~he coding gaiii of (3, 2, 2) coded octal CPFSK calculated · 
with ·respect to the uncoded octai cPrsi< i~ taoulated in Table 3.16. 
.. 
3.4.3. (3, 2-;".3) eodlng or oetal CPFSK signals 
., . ' ' " ' . 
·. 
. ~ 
Results for (3, 2; 3) coding of octal CPFSK signals are 'given in Table 3.17, 
F~g. 3.40, and Fig. 3.41: . · As . before; phase de~ec:ti~~ yields larger minimum: 
. . ' . 
distances in the· small h regio~ and the optimal trellis code is the sanie for 
. ' . • ·.y 
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Figure ~.38: Opt'imal (~, 2, 2} code for octal CPFSK with small h •. 
' (a) Trellis. (b) Implementation using a convolutional 
··., code and natural binary mapping [ 14) • 
\ 
• 
. r. · 








Table 3.15: Largest minimum distances of (3, 2, 2) coded 
~ 
octal CPFSK for small h. 
• 
Modulation d, . /2Eb 
m1.n 
Index f-
' : • -Correla~ion · Phase h· 







. 1/25 0.291 0.558 
'• ··~ 
'• 
.... -: .. .... . 
• 




\ 1/20 0.452 . 0.862 I ' 
1/18 0.555 1.056 
. 
1/15 o. 792 1.496 
' 
' 
2/23 ' 1.315 2.451 . 
I 
1/10 1. 707 3.146 i, 
2/19 1.876 3.235 
.. 
1/9 .. 2.070 3.305 
., / 
I ' . 
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Table 3.16':• Coding gain of (3, 2, · ~)coded .octal· CPFSK 
over uncoded octal CPFSK at same h; --
' 
- .. 
Moqula~ion d 1 .' /2Eb (dB) (coded) : 
d 1 • /2Eb . m1n . . 
Index m1n 
Correlation . Ptaase 






4 .• 90 1/25 7.74 
~ 
) 
1/22 o:122 4.88 • 7.69 
. 
. 
1/20 0.147 4.88. 7,68 
1/18 0.181 4.87 7.66 
< 
1/15 0.259 4.85 7.62 
·. 
2/23 0.437 .. 4. 78 7.49 . 
' 
_  ).4o 1/10 0.573 4. 74 
. 





4. 70 6.73 . . 0.702 
1/8 0.879 . 4.63 6.58 
. 
. ~-. :.' 
. . : 
4 ·.·p 












. . "' 
.. 
. '. \~; ·.• 
, ; .·.: ... 
.· . 
135 
· Table 3.17: Large~t minimum distances of (3, 2, 3) coded 
octal CPFSK for sm~ll h • 
• Modulation . d~·~/2Eb 
Index ' 
Cor~~lation Phase ( 
h det.ection d.etecti~n 
. 
112s 0 •. 374 - 0.620' : 
. . 
-
1'\ 1/22 0.48Z o. 797 -
. 
. 
1/20 0.581 0.960 
··1/18 0.714 1.177 
'' 1/15 .1.017 1.669 
• 
2/23 1.690, . . 2. 742 
1/10 2.194 3. 528 
.. 
' 
2/19 2.410 ,./ ' 3. 759 . 
' 
. 1/9 2.660 . l. 773 
. 
.. 1/8 \ 3.282 ' 4.000 
. ' 
.. 
. . ' ... ~~ 






















• . $1' 
----------------' ooo- -7 
001- -5 
010- -3 
r--=====~-1 o 11- -1 t-t----1oo- +1 • 
, . ' ' 101- +3 
110- +5 
.__ ____ __. 111- . + 7 
(b) 
·~' : 
Figure 3.40: . ·Optimal (3, .2, 3) code for octal · CPFSk: ith small h. 
(a) Trellis. (b) Implementat.ion using. convolutional 
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•'-2, 3)coded octal CPfSK signals~ 
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Table 3.18: C?ding gain of (3, 2, 3) coded octal CPFSK 
Modulation 
Index . 





.d~. '/2Eb l.n. . 
. 
' 







(dB) · .(coded) 
... 
. Ph.ase ! • . 
' 




l/25 b.094'' '•. 
. 6.qb .":8 • .19 : 







-8.15 . ' .. • 
I 
.,: " . . 
.. -
' 1/20 0.147 
. 
· s~97 · • 
·SolS· . . 
.. '~ , ' • . . I . 1118 .. . ·,0.181 , · , I .I . .s t 96 ' 8.13 . .. · ·~ . - .. : -~ • q 










2/23 0.437 . . 
-5.87 . 7.98 ' . 
., 
' 
' I ' -
. i/10 . .0.573 . 5~·83 7.89 
• 




. 1/9 o. 70i . . . 5.79 ·7 .30 
• '• 
.. 
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J 3.9 
3.'4.4. Su~mary or ~inimum distances· ~or phase detect.i~n or coded ' 
octal CPFSK signals 
' . . 
'· A ~ummary of minimum distances fore ph·ase detection -. of '" ('Odl'd octal 
• • I . • 
C~FSK signals js shown in· Ta~,le·3.1Q. Here t_oo1 ·lon'ger me:m~ry code~ prbdtH·~ 
·Jarg~r mini~um distances .. Ag~in ~hen h: = 1/8 the ~imum distance paths r~r 
. J'!' • . • · ' .. . . 
m = 2 ·and m = 3 ~re._ identioaJ:·resultii1g in the same minim\Jm ~ista.nce. In the .. 
. . . . . ' 
· ,.sniall h' ~egion, for .octal. CPFSK' the denominator of, the r'~tional vahh•d . 
' I ' • • " \ 0 .. • , ' ' ' '~ • I < .... ' ~ _· o -(#'"~' .... _.. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,.. • • 
0 
r 





modt].lation index (h '-- .p/q) is least wh(m b = '1/8,. making 'the total number' or 
; • • • , • • • • ~ .. ••• ~ • f • : • ' • ·- .. '7 ·, . • • "!:.. ' • .. • . f' • 
stat~s for (3, 2, .1), {3, 2, 2)', and (3,. ·2, :a) ,cogfng .16: 32;:· ana 6;t ·respectively. . · ·: . ' ·, 
-: · :· . 
·.· . · ,. ~ . . . : ... . • .; : . . . .. . . .. 
• , I ~ ' . ' ,, . • • • ., . •, • • • • • , · • .. 'I ' ' I 
. · Tperef9r~· i~c~.~r_~n~\ the .m·er.nor·~· .~ength~.~l~p ,in~r:¢~e\t~-~ -~~~plexi~y o(_.the trellis . . 
.d~coder. .. - .. . : .. . • · . ~. :..: : ·:. : .. . . , . ·.. . . . '. ·, 
•I ' ' ' 
• . • I -. • .:!:' ~ : · - ~ /' • ' . , ' 
~ • ' ' • ~ - ... ; ' "' • • , ' ' 4 • ' ·, ' • : .. ~ I • ·: .. fl .'; • .•: • ' ' I ,', 1 ~ ' 'P ' • ~ • • \ • ;• 
3..5., ·carr.i~r ·phas~ a~biguity an.d.tr~llis . ~od~d :~PI,?SK:o sig~als " ... . 
" ' .. 
. In Sectk>ri 2,3 i£ w~ showp .that 'tr'ellis decoding ~f ~ncod~d (:PFS~ signais 
"' fl • , · ' " I o' 
,.'. \ ·. ··iS: ~r~nsp~.re~t to phase ~mbiguii~es ~f: the .Joca,Jly .~ener~tcd .r~fcre~ce to~e~ of th~·· 
~ (. .~ohere~t .demodul~.to·~. _In what .foll?ws .w.e show· ~hat tlt'is ~s· ~~u.e~ ~re.fli~ coded · 
. . '") . . . . . 
CPFSK sigmils as. well: . . 
. ~ . ' 
. -
, • I 
.For the pul'·pose or' illustration the · simple e~arnple of (2, t;. l) co~ing·or 
. ' . . . . 
• • •• • • J • • • .. • ' 
q~'a:ternary: yP.rSK :;ignals •with . ~<?d~l'atio~. index .1/2 (i.e.: f\1SK) i~ co~s'i<i.crcd. 
. . ' ~ ... . . "' ... . . . : . · .. , ; . :, ... ..:- . : . . . . . : ; ": 
. The tr.ellises and the · state diagrams · <?f ··tbe- (2, _1, .1) code· and· the !JOcoded 
' : ' ' ' ' ' • ' o • ' o ' ' ' • I' ,.. • _, ' • ' • I " 
.. _qu~t~rnary 'MSK ~re sh~w~ in Fi~: ,.~2.' · The -~oml>ined .st~te diagr~~ consisting ·.· 
, of .. four states ,is ~iv.en. i~ Fjg •.. 3.43. In .. lhe iisc~~ion which follo~s, ·it is . ~surriccl . 
.. . . 
·that .a correlation receiver is used .. to .det~ct the 'coded CPFSK signals. 
.... , . . . . . 
. . ·, 
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Table 3.19 : Minimum ~ istances for phase detectionof coded 
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Figure 3 .4Z: State diagram· and trell.is. of (2, 1, 1)' trellis code and 
uncoded quaternaty CPFSK with h=!. 
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Figure 3. 43: Effect of carrier phase a~igui ty of 180° on the combi ned 
~ ~ 
state diagram of ·(2,1,1) cod'ed quaternary CPFSK wit-.h h~_!. 
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If there is a ,180 ° phase error in the regenerated reference tones, the· 
receiver correlates with the incorrect signal. In other words, the correlator 
corresponding to the state (0, ,..), now appears as • correlator corresponding to 
. \ ' . i 
the state (0, 0 ° ) and vice versa. This follows from, the fact that the phase of the 
CPFSK signal has a one-to-one· relationship with the phase states of tpe state 
diagral)l. Thus a 180 • phase error. in the referenc.e tones can be considered as a 
. 
180 • phase shift i~ the phase states. That means the pna;e state 0 has to be 
· changed to 1r and n to 0, in the combined state diagram: Thy resulting state 
't • I ' 
diagram 'is shown in . Fig. 3.43b.· Clearly the two state diagrams are idcartical. ·· 
'/ ' . .. 
The~e~ore a ~ . so o ph~e· er\r'has n~ effect on the trel_lis decoder. 
· Th·is cjaJurther be cl~rified by considering ~he'Combined trellis of the ~b~e 
, - ·. , 
('Odcd CPFSK scheme shown in Fig. 3.44. Consider .' a~ arbi_trary data sequence 3; 
. -1, -3, 1, 3. The . path of this dfta sequence through the trellis, when the 
reference tones are 'in exact synchron~atio~ wi'th the incoming signals, is shown 
by the solid line. It is assumed that the demodulator starts at state· ( l, 0). If .the 
receiver were unable to resolve the phase amQiguity, so that the reference tones 
. ~ ....... 
are 180 o .out of phase 'Yith the incoming s~gnal, the decoded path · will be as 
shown by the doited line. The new · p~th also decodes the daia sequence correctly: 
Therefore i't. can be conclude.d that trellis decoding of' (2, 1, 1) coded quaternary 
CPFSK signals with h · 1/2 is transparent to phase ambiguities of 180 • . 
· 'For M-ary CPFSK signals with modulation index h', .the combined trellis is 
j 
?' ' ' 
' ' 
' . ' 
invaria:nt to rotational sbif~s of inte~er multiples _of 21rh. This is · th~ ·result of , 
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Figure 3.44 Effect of · carrier phase ambiguity of' .180° on tre_llis decod i ng of 
(2, 1, l) ·coded quaternary CPFSK with modulation index 1/2 . 
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Section 2.3. Thus, it can be concluded that trellis d~coding of coded fl.,f-ary 
. . 
CPFSK signals is tra.nsparent to phase ambiguities of- the re~enerated reference 
. 
tones. In g_eneral, a trellis decoder can successfully resolve phase ambiguities of 
. . ' 




In t_his chapter minimum Euclidean distances were calculated for trellis 
f 
. 
coded quaternary and octal CPFSK_ signals when the receiver consists. of a phase 
detector followed by a trelli; decoder. Optimal codes were found for a wide ran'ge 
. . ' . t 
. ' 
of -memory lengths for quaternary and octal · CPFSK ·.signals for small h . 
(h < 1/ M). Th~ minimum Eu'clideiui ·distances obtained with thi~· receiver we,re · 
. ~ ... 
shown to- exceed those. of correlation detection and trellis decoding. ' The · 
. . . 
. modulati,on indices conside,red were ·h_ < 1/4 "for quaternary CPFSK signals and 
h < 1/8 for octal CPFSK signals. Also it was observed that trellis decoding of . · 
FOded CPFSK signals is transparent to. pha.Se ambiguities of the . regenerated 













Chapter 4 .), 
c.,- CONCLUSION J 
· In this thesis the di:tance properties of uncoded CPFSK sign~ trellis 
cOded CPFSK signals were examined . . For reception of CPFSK sign~ls a cobe~~. 
phase detector f~llowed by a trellis decoder has be.en considered, inst~ad or the 
well known correlation receiver. 
·" Closed-form expressio~s , were derive~ for the minimum ·Euclidean distance 
_ _/-or uncoded M-ary CPFSK signals. Numerical ·values of the minimum Euclidean 
distance were computed for M = 2, 4, 8, and 16. Our results were in exact 
ag~eement with those obtained~ algorithms. Regardless or the 
number of states, the minimum distance paths or any CPFSKJrellis m~rge in at 
most two symbol intervals. This implies that the decisions on symbols can be 
· made after a delay of only a- few signaling inter-vals as in Viterbi decoding or 
. . ' . . . 
convolutional codes.· For phase dete~tion of M-ary CPFSK signals in the small h 
region (h < 1/ M) it was found · that the largest minimum E'uclidean distance 
• 





Results for . uncoded CPFSK signals show th.at phase detection and trellis 
decoding yields l"arger minimum Euclidean distances than correlation type 
detection for modulation index h < 1/ M. The. investigation .was extended to 
combined .trellis coding and CPFSK modulation. In particular quat~rnary and 
. 
o.s.tal CPFSK signals were considered. For a given· code and a modulation index it 
was found that phase detection always yields a larger minimum distance than in 
' ' .. 
• • • <Ill 
correlation detecti<?n. A computer search was . carried· out to rind _the optimal 
. . 
. . 
codes for phase de~ection -' which · ~ve the largest minimum distances when ", 
1 • .: • • 
combined· wit~ quaternary and octal CPFS~ sigrials. it was evident for small 
modulation ind.ices ~he ' codes that were ~ptimal '(or phase detection were also 
/ . '. 
·optimal for correlation detection. Whenever the m.odulation index· exce~ded 1/ M, 
the . optimal code for phase detection was different frpm th~ optimal code for 
correlation detection. Also it was observed that the minimum Euclidean distance 
increases with the memory length or the code. Co.ding. gaiq, which is interpreted 
. . . 
~ the increase jn minimum Euclidean distance with respect to uncoded MSK, was 
tabulated for small h values. 
I 
Another important outcome or this research was the observation that· trellis 
. ~ 
decoding · of both .un~oded and coded CPFSK signals is transpare.nt to the phase 
ambiguities qf the locally generated reference tones or the coherent demodulator. 
The implications of this observation ·ar~ two-fold: 
· i. The realization or the coherent ~ernodulator can be simplified by 
avqiding ambiguity resolving circuitry. 
2. J'he· techniques that overc9me the necessity for .resolving phase 
ambiguity such as differential. encoding or data and differential 
decoding or data, . which almost always degrade the c:tletector ' 
perform~nce, can be done away wlth. 
' .. - . 





From an implementation point of view the correlation receiver is .attractive 
for the reception or CPFSK signals only for small M an~ q values. The 
correlation recei.ver beco-mes more complex with increa5ing M. In contrast, the 
realization of the phase detector is significantly simpler and the complexity does 
not grow with M. Nevertheless for both receivers, the complexit~ of the trellis 
. . . ~ 
decoder is proportional to the number of sta~es in the CPFSK trellis; that iS to 
. . 
. . 
q 2m' where m is the memory or the code and q is the denominator or t~e rational· 
. value modulation index. In this latter re.ceiver, for all M-ary CPFSK s<!hemes, 
only two coherent carrier components in quadrature .are required.' Moreover, it 
. , . . 
yields lar~er minimum ' distances than in correlati9n detection for small · 




.modulation .indices (h < 1/ M). CPFSK signals have good spectral proper.ties oniy : 
in this raqge or h and hence is th~ region or interest for implenient~ 
• 
' ; Therefore it can be conclUded that for both uncoded and coded M-ary CPFSK 
sig~als with h < 1/ M, phase ,detection and trellis decoding is suped,Of'~ 
. ~ 
correlation detection and trellis decoding. The receiver can further be sim(1lified 
by avoiding the ambiguity resolving· circuitry; however, this is true for the' · ~ 
correlation. receiver as well. 
In this study an additive white Gaussian noise channel with inter-~ymbol 
. . 
interference-free ~ignaling has been considered. In other words, essentially, i a 
wideb~nd channel has bee~· considered. ·one way o .. nding this researclrwould 
be to study the effects of implementing this receiver in ba.ndlimited channels. A: 
computer simulation which would give a fair idea or the extent or degradations 
that occur under lSI conditions,· and an error-event analysis or tht! phase detector 
. . . 
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